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WILLIAM CARR LANE, DIARY

Edited by WM. G. B. CARSON
Biography of Lane
"When I look back, the wonder with me is, not that I am
so shattered but that I am still alive."I
So, on January 27, 1852, wrote Dr. William Carr Lane
of St. Louis to his daughter, Anne. Not quite two months before, he had celebrated his sixty-second birthday, and in his
own opinion-and, indeed, by the standards of the day-he
was· an old man. The following summer from Washington,
D.C. he wrote his wife, "I am certainly old & my sensibilities are certainly on the wane."
That was on July 3. Yet a few days later, when it was
offered him by President Fillmore, he accepted the appointment of Territorial Governor of New Mexico with residence
in Santa Fe, a post he would have to reach by an arduous
journey of a thousand miles over plain and mountain, and
where he would have to settle down in a frontier community,
and administer the affairs of a territory where hostility to
the conquering "Gringoes" was still seething beneath the
surface and where marauding Indians were committing
daily depredations on the almost defenseless inhabitants.
Why under the circumstances did Fillmore select him?
The answer to that question is not very hard to arrive at. A
week or so before, James S. Calhoun, the first Governor, had
died while crossing the plains on his way back to the States,
and the news must have reached the capital about July 10.
Circumstances made it imperative that som~one be found to
replace him at once. That might not be easy.
The post was just about as undesirable as one could be.
1. Unless otherwise specified, all the letters of Wm. Carr Lane quoted in this article
are in the Archives of the Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis.
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SO far as Washington was concerned, New Mexico might
just as well have been on another planet, and no one there
took the slightest interest in its voteless inhabitants, white
or red. On the other hand, many Congressmen and businessmen took a very intense interest in a certain portion of its
landscape, and consequently were making it a bone of contention between the United States and the republic to the
south.
By what the President may well have been persuaded
was a fortunate accident, there happened to be in the capital
at this opportune moment a man who, he was assured by
friends who had known him for years, was by virtue of his
character and his experience, peculiarly fitted to fill the
position honorably and capably. So, there being no opposition, Fillmore submitted his appointment to the Senate on
July 14, and it was unanimously ratified. The oath of office
was administered by Justice John Catron of the Supreme
Court, and, no doubt to his great surprise, the elderly and
"shattered" physician found himself the second American
Governor of New Mexico.
Why did he accept? Travelling hither and yon about the
country in an effort to get away from his grief over the loss
of his only son, he had com:e to Washington just before the
news of Calhoun's death was received. He was very impulsive man, and now he was given little time to weigh the matter, pro and con. He saw a chance to get away from "agonizing associations" in St. Louis and find forgetfulness in
public affairs. Even so, it is extremely unlikely that he would
have accepted had he been able to consult his predecessor,
for the indifference and negligence with .which he had been
treated had broken Calhoun's health and been responsible
for his premature death. It is ironic that, although Lane was
at least ten years older, he came out of New Mexico a year
later in more robust health than he had entered it.
Having sent "telegraphic dispatches" to his wife in St.
Louis to apprise her of the glad tidings, Lane set out without

a
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delay on his journey home. Unfortunately, his telegrams
failed to reach their destination and when he arrived in St.
Louis, his family was dumbfounded and outraged by the
news. He said later that had they had time to prepare, his
wife and his unmarried daughter would have accompanied
him. But, if they had done so, it would have been in anything
but a jubilant state of mind and only to look after him. As it
was, he left St. Louis on July 31 on board the steamboat St.
Ange for Independence attended only by his colored servant,
Frank Smith. The last words of his wife were a despairing
cry, "I shall never see you again I"
From Independence he departed on the Santa Fe Mail
Stage, but at Fort Atkinson transferred to what was then
called an "ambulance" under the escort of a company of Dragoons commanded by Major James Henry Carleton. Part
way between the Cimarron Crossing of the Arkansas and
Fort Union, he suffered an attack of what he called "renal
calculus" so severe that both he and Carleton thought he
might die on the spot, and Lane himself rather hoped he
would. But he did not, and finally on September 9 he reached
Santa Fe and took up his official residence in El Palacio.
When they recommended his appointment to Fillmore,
John F. Darby and Edward Bates had many solid reasons to
advance. Darby, the Whig Representative from Missouri,
and Edward Bates, later Attorney-General in Lincoln's Cabinet, had known him for years, and were familiar with the
circumstance of his career which in their opinion equipped
him for such a difficult position.
·Wm. Carr Lane-he always abbreviated his first namewas born on December 2, 1789, on a farm in Fayette County,
Pennsylvania, the second son of Presley Carr and Sarah
Stephenson Lane, who after their marriage had migrated
from their native Virginia to Western Pennsylvania. Presley
Carr had entered politics, and served in the state legislature,
being speaker of the House, 1807-1815. Later he moved his
large family to Shelbyville, Kentucky, where he died in 1819.
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It was from him that his son inherited his zeal for public
service.
Wm. Carr began his education in country schools and
continued it briefly at Jefferson College in Chambersburg.
For a time in 1809 he worked in the office of his elder brother Richard, who was Protho-notary of Fayette County.
There he picked up some elementary knowledge of legal procedure which was to serve him in good stead in later years,
but, if he had thought he had any affinity for the law, exposure changed his mind, and he spent the next year as a student at Dickinson College. Soon his interest began to veer
toward "the physic," and in 1811 he began the study of medicine under Dr. John Collins of Louisville. Then Tecumseh
and his brother, "The Prophet," went on the warpath, and
in 1813, armed with such medical lore as he had picked up,
he joined Colonel Russell's brigade of U.S. Infantry to fight
the Indians. He saw no Indians, but he was so successful in
combatting an epidemic of "bilious fever" which attacked
the troops that President Monroe appointed him surgeon's
mate at Fort Harrison.
Resolved now to pursue his profession, he enrolled in the
medical department of the University of Pennsylvania for
the academic year 1815-16. He did not, however, wait to take
his degree. This failure he later deplored. In so doing he
acted on the unwise advice of his father, "the best of men",
but in this case a mistaken one, "whose word was law to
me." Instead, he joined Morgan's rifle brigade in Vincennes,
but very shortly was transferred to Fort Bellefontaine, an
army post on the bluffs overlooking the Missouri River a few
miles above its confluence with the Mississippi.
While in Vincennes he had seen much of the family of
Nathaniel Ewing, who had been a neighbor and political colleague of his father before moving from Pennsylvania to
Indiana, where he had acquired a farm a few miles from
Vincennes and was rearing his large family. With the eldest
daughter, Mary, the young doctor fell in love. It must have
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been a case of opposites attracting opposites, for, if ever
there was an ill-assorted pair, it was these two. He was large
of frame with reddish brown hair, an ebullient extrovert,
warm-hearted and high-tempered, who loved to mingle with
people and to be busy in public affairs. She suffered painfully from shyness and from what today would be known as
an "inferiority complex," and shrank from contact with all
but members of her family and a few friends. The deep love
she undoubtedly bore her husband and children, she was incapable of showing and, especially after the deaths of several
infant children, she gave herself over to melancholy and irritability. She never made her home a happy place, and so
stimulated her husband's passion for wandering. After the
death of his fifteen year old son, Lane found it almost impossible to stay in St. Louis.
Shortly after his marriage the bridegroom received,
after an examination before the State Medical Board, a "diploma for the practice of medicine and surgery" in the state
of Indiana. Then the pair took off for Fort Bellefontaine.
But Mary did not like Army life, and pestered him until he
resigned and in 1819 settled down to the practice of medicine in St. Louis where she was not happy either. St. Louis,
however, was small, and there were too many doctors for the
population. He was too restless to sit around waiting for
people to get sick or ladies to have babies. Fortunately for
his peace of mind, Governor McNair appointed him his aidede-camp, and then quartermaster general of Missouri.
In 1823 St. Louis was incorporated as a city, and Lane
was chosen the first Mayor. The term ran for one year only,
but he was elected for five more successive terms. In 1838 he
was chosen to complete the unfinished term of his friend
John F. Darby, and then re-elected for two more. Darby says
in his Personal Recollections,! that "to him more than any
other individual is due the credit for planning and cementing the foundations of the present great city of St. Louis. He
2. p.849.
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was a man of great foresight, comprehensive mind and unerring judgment."
But even the duties of the Mayor's office, though described by Darby as "most arduous," added to his rather
scanty responsibilities as a doctor, were not enough to occupy his busy mind. So in 1826 he decided to run for the
state legislature which met in the new capital then known as
"Jefferson." He was a Jacksonian Democrat and, according
to Darby, could have been elected to the United States Senate over Thomas H. Benton had he not declined the honor. A
year later, however, he underwent a change of heart, and
decided to run for the state's one seat in the House of Representatives, but he withdrew in favor of Spencer Pettis, who
was elected over Edward Bates, the Whig candidate. Shortly
after that, greatly displeased by the actions of President
Jackson, he joined the Whig Party, with which he was identified for the rest of his life. In 1830 he returned to the legislature and served two more terms. While there he acted as
chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means and as a
member of the Committee on the Santa Fe Trail.
When he returned to St. Louis, he settled down to devote
himself entirely to the practice of his profession and the
rearing of those of his children who had survived infancy.
In 1832 he was re-elected for his final term in the legislature,
and was also appointed by General Atkinson to the post of
surgeon for the troops under his command in the Black
Hawk War.
His final terms as Mayor (1838-40) concluded his public
service until his tour of duty in New Mexico. In 1841 he was
appointed to the chair of Professor of Obstetrics and the
Diseases of Women and Children at Kemper College in St.
Louis, but became dissatisfied and resigned in 1844. Then in
1846 came the death of his only son, Victor Carr, and the
complete shattering of his happiness. He lost interest in his
profession, and spent as much time as he could wandering
about the country. The New Mexico interlude brought him
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relief by exacting absorption in important duties. He even
toyed with the idea of remaining in Santa Fe, provided he
could have some members of his family to keep him from being lonely. But these dreams were of short duration, and
with the election to the Presidency of the Democrat, Pierce,
he resigned to forestall his replacement.
No sooner had he taken his seat in the Governor's chair
than Lane found himself in trouble, serious trouble he could
not have foreseen when he accepted the President's appointment in Washington two months before. This stemmed from
the actions of Colonel E. V. Sumner, the military commander of the department. The latter, obviously resentful of the
presence of a Civil Government, probably thinking that the
authority should have been invested in him, proceeded to do
in Lane's case, as he had done in Calhoun's, everything in
his power to embarrass and harass him and to interfere with
the exercise of his authority, even taking with him, when
he left for his new post in Albuquerque, the American
flag which had been flying over the Palace ever since the
conquest.
.
"Gov. Lane confronted all these difficulties with his characteristic energy and administrative ability; he gained the
goodwill and respect of the people, and the support of the
influential citizens and succeeded in establishing the civil
government on a firm and lasting footing."3
On October 1 the new Governor assumed an additional
responsibility, the Superintendency of Indian Affairs. It did
not take him long to discover that he had in his lap the problem that had been tormenting the white officials, whether
Spanish, Mexican, or American, since the days of the Conquistadores, and was to continue to do so long after he was
in his grave. There were two schools of thought about solving this problem. Extremists, deeming it absolutely hopeless,
were in favor of cutting the Gordian knot by exterminating
all the Indians. But to men who were really familiar with
3. National Cyclopedia of American Biography. Vol. 5, p. 98.
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the aborigines and to humanitarians this simple solution was
abhorrent. It was their conviction that the way to guarantee
so far as was possible the good behavior of the redmen was
to placate them by gifts, sometimes including food, and
teach them to support themselves by the cultivation of the
soil and the raising of stock. After all, the Indians did have
their side. The game upon which they had been depending
for their subsistence had been almost exterminated, and
they were forced to resort to plunder if they were to live;
unfortunately, in all too many cases plunder led to murder.
Incidentally, this method involved much less expense than
maintaining a very considerable portion of the United States
Army in the Territory in order to annihilate some thousands
of people who had only to retreat to their almost inaccessible mountain fastnesses to be safe until they were ready to
make their next sortie.
Lane, firmly believing in the second procedure, applied
it in his dealings with the Navahos and the Jicarilla Apaches, whose domain was the northern part of the Territory. He
was happy in the belief that, by and large, his endeavors had
met with success.
The last five months of his administration were much
more hectic than the first six. He was beset by frustrations
and perplexities on every hand. In the first place, he no longer had the support of a friendly administration in Washington, but had to deal with members of the opposition party,
who, politics being what they are, are not likely to have
wanted to make things easy for him or to have his actions
appear in a particularly favorable light. (In all fairness, it
should be said that in none of his extant letters does Lane
imply such motives on the part of his superiors.)
Aside from the Indians, who were an ever-present concern, the Governor's principal preoccupation was with the
problem of the so-called "Disputed District." The Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo, which had concluded the war with Mexi-
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co, had not resolved all the difficulties between the two
countries, notably those arising from the determination of a
boundary which would be acceptable to both parties. A commission composed of men from each side was appointed, the
leader of the American members being John Russell Bartlett. But the report submitted by the Commission met with
bitter opposition from those Americans who envisaged the
construction of a railroad to the Pacific through the southwestern corner of New Mexico or what at least had been
historically considered a part of the Territory. This area had
been claimed by the Mexican state of Chihuahua in 1851,
"without producing any authority for· this act from the Republic of Mexico and without having obtained the consent
of the United States or the Territory of New Mexico ... "4
Bartlett agreed to the claims of Chihuahua and ran his line
along 32 0 22" Latitude so far to the north that the route
proposed for the railroad was given to Mexico. With this
railway project Lane was in sympathy, but his major concerns seem to have been to preserve the historical limits
of the Territory and to protect the inhabitants from the
Indians.
Ever since his assumption of the Governorship, Lane had
been urged by Richard Weightman, the Territory's voteless
Delegate to Congress, to seize the district by force of arms. 5
There was also strong sentiment among the citizens of Santa
Fe against yielding to Mexico a part of the Territory which
had been traditionally ern.braced within its own borders. But
Lane refused to take drastic action until he had made an onthe-spot investigation for himself, especially as the Bartlett
Report had not been repudiated by the United States Gov4. Proclamation of Governor Wm. Carr Lane claiming jurisdiction provisionally over
the "Disputed District." Ralph E. TwitcheD, ed., Historical Sketch of Governor Wm. Carr
Lane. Historical Society of New Mexico, Publication No.4, November 1. 1917.
6. Letter from Gov. Lane to Col. E. V. Sumner, Dona Ana, March 20. 1863. Microfilm. Records of the United States Army Commands. Record Group No. 98. Department
of New Mexico, Letters sent: selected pages from volume eight, correspondence with
Wm. Carr Lane. 1862-63. Dept. of New Mexico. Letters received: file N14-20. 1862 and
1863. The National Archives.
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ernmerit. But, on the other hand, he was seriously concerned
by reports that the Apaches were on the rampage in the
area, and that no attempt to control them was being made
by Mexican troops.
The "Disputed District" known as the "Mesilla Valley," .
despite the fact that actually there is no Mesilla River, is
(in Lane's words) a "portion of the Territory on the west
side of the Rio Grande del Norte, thirty-four miles wide by
170 miles long" immediately to the north of the old boundary. (In 1865, the river changed its course and cut a new
channel west of the town of Mesilla itself.)
There is no space here to review all the complexities of
the situation, which have been discussed by many historians.
Mexican citizens, harassed and robbed by an incursion of
Texans, had taken refuge on the west side of the river, only
to find themselves even worse off, as they were plundered
and even murdered by the Apaches who had their strongholds in the nearby mountains. The Mexican government,
preoccupied with war and internal dissension, having failed
to give them protection, they had fled back to the east side of
the river, and even there they were none too safe.
About this time Lane saw a possible solution for the
Apache problem in a letter which he received from Major
Enoch steen, post commander at Fort Webster on the Rio
Mimbres, near the northern edge of the "Disputed District."
Having found what he considered a suitable site, on the east
bank of the Rio Gila, Steen proposed that an attempt be
made to establish there a farm and to induce the savages to
settle down and learn how to support themselves by growing
grain and vegetables, and breeding livestock, instead of
plundering the white settlements and haciendas. The only
catch was that all these Indians would have to be fed by the
government until their first crops matured. Lane thought
the suggestion called for examination, and he wrote Steen
enthusiastically, promising to make a joint inspection of the
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site with him, and to confer with such influential chiefs as
could be persuaded to come and talk the matter over. 6
Sometime after the first of the year he made up his mind
that the time had come for him to make his tour of inspection and determine just what action he ought to take in the
matter. On February 15, he wrote his wife: "Be not surprized, if I should take possession of the disputed Territory,
which I dare say I will find to be without adequate protection, against internal & external violence. Do not fear, that
your Husband will go a Fillibustering, in his old days; but
be assured, that if duty calls upon me to occupy & protect
this country, provisionally, until the line shall be definitively
established I will do it."
Having waited for the mail from Independence, from
which apparently he learned (if he had not learned before)
that the report of the Bartlett Commission had been rejected
by the President on December 6, he set out from Santa Fe
with a very impressive cavalcade, "For the southern part of
the territory" on February 28. On March 7 he reached Fort
Conrad, on the west bank of the river, and there remained,
hospitably entertained by the commanding officer, Major
Marshall S. Howe, until the 11th when he resumed his journey under "an escort of thirty Dragoons."
Reaching the town of Dona Ana two days later, he finally
decided to issue a proclamation provisionally assuming jurisdiction on his own responsibility of the "Disputed District" until the question of boundary "shall be determined by
the United States and the Mexican Republic." (Gov. Lane's
Proclamation, section 7.) Little did he foresee the storm this
action would provoke. On March 15 he reached EI Paso;
Texas, and there remained four days as the guest of Hugh
Stevenson, a wealthy mineowner. He probably wished to
learn all he could about the tumultuous conditions in Mexico
6. Gov. Lane to Steen, Santa Fe, Feb. 11, 1853. Microcopy T-21. Records of the New
Mexico Superintendent of Indian Affairs, 1849-80. Roll 25. Press Copies of Letters sent
April 4, 1852-January 8, 1856. The National Archives.
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and to discuss Bartlett's yielding to the claims of the Mexican members of the Commission.
On the 19th, turning his face northward again, he returned to Fort Fillmore through which he had passed on his
way down. There he was outraged on receiving a letter from
Sumner in which the latter categorically refused to lend him
any support for his enterprise. On March 20 he gave vent to
his feelings in an angry letter to Sumner ...
"Ft. Fillmore is some 5 miles distant from Mesilla,-which is
the largest town in the disputed Ter., and which contains upwards of 2000 inhabitants; and had Col. Miles ordered a
single company out of his Cantonment of 350 men, (who are
not employed otherwise than upon ordinary camp and genl
duties) ,-to have marched into Mesilla, with the U.S. Flag,
and the Proclamation, and it is believed, that not the smallest
resistance would have been made, to the authority of the Ter.
of N. Mex. But, as it was soon known, that the Regular
Troops would not support the civil authorities in the movement,-Mexn. troops were soon concentrated in the disputed
Territory, and resistance organized against the authority of
N. Mexico. Under this state of circumstances, although a sufficient number of citizens offered their services, to establish
and maintain the authority of N. Mex. Ter.,-as Blood might
be shed, in the enterprise,-I judged it to be most advisable,
not to send the Proclamation there, and transmit a copy
(under the-Consulat-EI-Paso)-to-the-Gov:-ofChihuahua,-=and to report the facts of the case to Washington."1

Under the circumstances there was nothing for him to do
but take the actions outlined at the close of his letter. However unwillingly, he resigned himself to this what seemed to
him pusillanimous course. In the light of future events, it is
a good thing that he did so.
Having got this letter out of his system, he pushed on to
Dona Ana which he reached on the 21st. After waiting nine
days for some Mescalero Apaches whom he had summoned
for conference, he gave up in disgust and started for Fort
Webster to keep his appointment with Major Steen and the
7. Cf. footnote five.
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deputation of Gila and Mimbres Apaches the latter had
gathered together to meet him and discuss the projected plan
to bring them into more peaceful ways. Determined to avoid
a collision with the Mexicans, he followed the Rio Grande
upstream as far as San Diego and there crossed the river. 8
After camping for the night at the deserted town of Santa
Barbara, he and his party picked up the road from Fort Conrad and continued on to Fort Webster. The road must have
been a fairly good one because he travelled in a carriage and
there were wagons for the baggage. "On my journey, I sometimes ride, in the carriage, & sometimes on Horseback &
sometimes I walk, for recreation. A tramp of a league, does
not fatigue me, and sometimes I walk 2 leagues, with little
inconvenience."9
He evidently followed the route of a road later constructed from Fort Thorne to the Rio Gila.10 Arriving at
Fort Webster on April 2, he was welcomed by Steen with
whom he quartered. He was, however, surprised and not too
pleased to find a situation he had not anticipated. "And I
ascertained that all the Tillable land in the vicinity of the
fort,-which was not needed, for cultivation, by the Troops,
-had been assigned by the commander of the fort to Mr.
Francois Fletcher, the Interpreter of Agent Wingfield; and
that Mr. Fletcher, and his Mexican peons, had cleared much
of this land, ready for the plow; and had nearby completed
a long acequia, to irrigate their crops,-besides having
erected some cabins, for their own use.
"In this embarrassing state of things, I made the arrangements, which are detailed, in an article of agreement,
-~ copy of which is herewith submitted A."11 According to
this agreement, Fletcher was to clear the ground and then
8. Report of Gov. Wm. Carr Lane, Santa Fe, May 21, 1853. Microcopy No. 234, Letters Received by the Office of Indian Affairs, 1824-81. Roll 546. New Mexico Superintend.
ency 1849-1880. The National Archives.
9. Gov. Lane to Mrs. Lane, Fort Webster, April 5, 1853.
10. Letter from A. P. Muntz, archivist in charge, Cartographic Branch, Technical
Records Division, The National Archives, Feb. 14, 1961.
11. Report of Gov. Wm. Carr Lane, Santa Fe, May 21, 1853. op. cit.
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teach the Indians how to till it so that "each Band may enjoy the fruits of its own industry."12 (According to a letter
from J. M. Smith, a later agent at the Fort, to Governor
David Meriwether, Lan,e's successor, Fletcher did not live up
to his agreement, but served his own interests and neglected
those of the Indians.) 13
The next two days were devoted to conferences with the
important chiefs who had come in response to the Major's
call. He then drew up and they signed a "Treaty or Compact
... by who they agreed to become stationary, to cease to live
by plunder &C."14
On April 9, escorted by Steen and sixteen Dragoons, he
set out to inspect the site on the Gila which Steen believed
suitable for a farming reservation. They were accompanied
as guides by the chief Ponce and two of his men. As they
were just on the edge of the Disputed Territory-as a matter of fact, Lane was not at all sure that they had not crossed
into itl 5-Ponce was afraid of attacks by Mexican forces or
by "lawless Indians." Mr. Albert Schroeder of the National
Park Services believes that by the latter Ponce meant the
dreaded chief, Mangas Coloradas, who had a settlement on
the banks of the Gila. He was, therefore, constantly on his
Kuarg J!,!lcl Y~ry_ car_eful to_avoid_coming too_close_to Mangus'camp, and led the party down to the river some miles further
upstream. 16
"My way was over Mexican Roads sometimes good &
sometimes bad and sometimes along Indn. trails, and sometimes- over Hill and dale, without any road or path, upon a
given course ... sometimes up and off, as early as, 2 0 clck,
A.M., and sometimes continuing the day's march, until 10
o clck. P.M.-so as to reach water, &, if possible, grass also;
12. Agreement, May 21, 1853, Microcopy No. T -21. Roll 25. op. cit.
13. Fort Webster, September 5, 1853, Microcopy No. 234, op. cit.
14. Gov. Lane to George Manypenny, Comm. of Indian Affairs, May 28, 1853. Microcopy No. 234, Ibid.
15. Gov. Lane to Mrs. Lane, Santa Fe, June 8.
16. Santa Fe, October 23, 1962.
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& will you believe it, I found pleasure in all this."17 In fact,

the "shattered old man" was having the time of his life.
With what Steen had to show him he was more than delighted and was ready to go full steam ahead.
Returning to the Fort, he bade farewell to his new Indian
friends and started back to Santa Fe, which he reached on
the evening of April 27. A short distance out of town he was
met by a "Cavalcade of citizens," who were obviously bent
on making a hero of him because of his Mesilla adventure.
It was not long, however, before he discovered that not
everyone looked on this adventure with the same favor as
these partisans, and, no doubt to his great surprise, he found
himself very much in the public eye as the probable instigator of renewed hostilities with Mexico. He had dispatched
a full account of the affair to President Pierce, and the latter promptly disavowed his actions. It has been said that he
was recalled because of Presidential disapproval, but this
does not seem likely. As early as December 31 he had written
Senator Henry S. Geyer that his resignation was in the
hands of his son-in-law, Wm. Glasgow, Jr., in St. Louis, and
that unless the President should "Expressly request, that I
remain here, ... he will immediately send in my resignation."18 In spite of a "Memorial" passed by a large meeting
in Santa Fe requesting the President to retain him, Pierce
obviously did not "expressly request" that he remain at his
post, but appointed a man of his own party, David Meriwether. This action may have been motivated by the Mesilla
fiasco, but it is probable that, Mesilla or no Mesilla, the
President would have acted in the same way. Furthermore,
had this not been the case, it is extremely unlikely that Lane
would have gone to the White House and paid his respects
to Pierce when he was in Washington the next winter.
In the following July, Pierce, having appointed James
Gadsden to replace Alfred Conkling as minister to Mexico,
17.

Gov. Lane to Anne Lane, Santa Fe, April 30.
18. Gov. Lane to John F. Darby, Santa Fe, December 31, 1852.
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instructed him to negotiate a treaty whereby the United
States would acquire the "Disputed District" and more territory besides for the sum of $15,000,000. This treaty was
signed in December of the same year. On February 19 Lane,
then in Washington, wrote his son-in-law: "The Gadsden
Treaty, is before the Senate, with some prospect of being
confirmed,-notwithstanding the high price we pay for what
we get. Nothing has been done, with the Pacific R.R.; but
something will be done. Texas, however, will make her road
first. The Gadsden Treaty, is part and parcel of this road
enterprize." After a great deal of wrangling the Treaty was
finally ratified, but the sum paid was lowered to $10,000,000.
Some weeks later Lane's feelings were further exacerbated by receiving a letter from George Manypenny, the new
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, expressing strong disapproval of the Fort Webster agricultural project and ordering him to "cease and desist."19 This was all the worse because about the sam:e time he was also getting enthusiastic
letters from Steen and Wingfield about the success of the
operation, and he had been greatly elated. Even the terrible
Mangas, the scourge of the area, had come peacefully in and
affixed his mark to a supplementary compact. The following
August, Man~p_enny: wroie_Meriwether,_after-he-had-as-~-
sumed the Governorship, that he might not have vetoed
the scheme had Lane given him the detailed explanation
which he did in his reply to his letter calling a halt to the
enterprise. 20 Can Manypenny have been having second
thoughts .since learning that with the collapse of the farmexperiment, the enraged Apaches had become worse than
ever?
David Meriwether arrived in Santa Fe on August 8 and
was inaugurated the same day. Whether or not he and Lane
ever came face to face is not clear, though it would seem to
19. April 9. 1853. Microcopy No. T-21. Records of the New Mexico Superintendency of
Indian Affairs, 1849-1880, Roll 1 (1849-60), The National Archives.
20. August 8, 1853. Microcopy No. T-21, Roll I, Ibid.
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be impossible that they did not. Neither one refers to a
meeting. Apparently, their dealings with each other, by no
means amicable, were carried on through their secretaries.
Their attitudes toward each other were so unfriendly that
they squabbled over what seem today extremely trivial matters. In his correspondence with Manypenny the new Governor does seem to have been attempting to cast as many
reflections as possible upon his predecessor. From Washington on the 19th of the following February, Lane wrote Glasgow: "Old Merriwether, has been writing, secretly and
openly, gross Libels against an ex-Indn. Agent [almost certainly Wingfield,] and indirectly attempting to implicate me.
He has however failed, and is perfectly well understood, at
the Department.-I may notice these slanders thro' the
Newspapers, when all my business is done here."
Now that he saw that he was to be definitely out of the
Governorship, Lane decided to run for Delegate to Congress.
He was deeply concerned about conditions in New Mexico,
and the negligence with which even the most desperate
needs of the Territory were treated by authorities in Washington. "N. Mex. has so many wants and must have them
supplied & her Delegate would, of necessity, be the most
clamorous Beggar at the Capitol."21 Undoubtedly he was
under pressure by the same group of citizens who had
backed him in the Mesilla conflict and had later urged upon
the President his retention as Governor. But the political
situation was complicated by a deep cleavage which divided
the population of the Territory. There were two factions in
the Catholic Church, one headed by the French bishop, John
B. Lamy, who was carrying out a vigorous program of reform, and the other by Padre Antonio Jose Martinez of
Taos, who had been excommunicated by the Bishop.22 Lane's
adherents belonged in the main to the former faction.
21. Gov. Lane to wife, Santa Fe, August 26, 1853.
Hubert H. Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1888, 1889. p. 650.
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The day after the inauguration of Meriwether, he announced his candidacy. He was opposed by Padre Jose Manuel Gallegos of Albuquerque, who had been unfrocked by
Bishop Lamy, because of his morals or, rather, his lack of
them, and who could neither speak nor write English. Lane
confined his campaign to the Rio Grande Valley, which he
reached by carriage, and to the mountainous country about
Mora and Taos, traveling by muleback over rough and hazardous trails and sometimes his hopes soared high. But he
was, by no means, unaware of opposition, although not of
personal hostility. On August 30th he wrote his wife from
Las Vegas: "I am thus far, upon an Electioneering tour, .
and I am in a Rabidly infected District. In point of fact, the
opposition, to everything American, is so uncompromising
that if this county should turn the scale against me, you
must not be surprized. . . . They say, they have no personal
objection to me, but that they have determined to elect one
of their own race, that I am the most acceptable, of the
Americans; but that they must try a Mexican."
The election wa's held on September 5 and thereafter his
hopes rose or fell with the fluctuations in the returns. In the
end, he was defeated, as he had foreseen by the votes in the
northern counties, and by the rej ection of the votes of the
Pueblo Indians. The Gallegos majority, according to the
statement of the Secretary of the Territory, was 511 out of
a total of 9,975 votes. 23 More bitterly disappointed than he
cared to admit, Lane notified Gallegos of his intention to con~
test the election.
On October 1 he set out for home on the Independence
Mail Stage, accompanied almost as far as Pecos by a "Number of citizens in carriages and on Horse-back." The trip
across the plains was uneventful and he reached Independence on October 22. On the 28th he was back in St. Louis.
But he did not stay here very long. On November 24, accom23. See Diary, Sept. 27, 1853.
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panied by his daughter Anne, he was off for Washington to
contest the election and render his accounts.
In his memorial to the House Committee of Elections
he based his contention on the ground that" 'In conducting
the election, illegal practices were allowed in some of the
counties, and gross frauds committed by which means a
majority of votes was obtained' for his opponent."24 The
Committee, however, concluded that, although there had
doubtless been irregularities, they had not been serious and
would not have changed the result. As a matter of fact, it
raised Gallegos' majority to 708. The action was unanimous.
The matter of his accounts was considerably more complicated, and detained him in the Capital through March. "I
believe, I have already told you, that I had two sets of accts.
to close, with the Govt.-one as Govr.-the other as Superintendent of Indian Affairs and it will astonish you, to
learn, that none of these accts. had been examined, altho'
regularly rendered, until this winter."25 "Many difficulties
were started, in settling my Govr. accts. but each was met
and explained, without dotting an i or crossing a t and the
accts. were passed, just as I had sent them forward,-with
compliments from Whitlesey26 the 'watchdog' of the TreasurY,-who said it was 'refreshing,' to meet with an officer
like me, who had given his attention to something else than
plundering the public."27
The Indian Affairs accounts took much longer. There was
a great deal of red tape, checking and re-checking by various officials, which, he thought, tended to defeat itself by
spreading the responsibility instead of placing it on one man
who could be held to account. The only complication arose
from his ill-fated agricultural experiments. "I am charged
24. Report of Committee of Elections, Feb. 24, 1854. Rep. No. 121, 33rd Cong., 1st
Session.
25. Gov. Lane to wife, March 26.
26. Elisha Whittlesey, First Comptroller of the Treasury, Biographical Directory of
the American Congress, 1774-1961, p. 1810.
27. Gov. Lane to Sarah Glasgow, March 5.
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with money expended,--out of the Navajo and Utah appropriations, (not needed for those Indians), for the Apaches;
& I cannot get a credit for these expenditures, until the Deficiency Bill, so called, passes.28 But at last all was settled,
his only claim that was disallowed being $100 for Frank
Smith's fare to Santa Fe. His New Mexican adventure was
ended and he went home.
His last years were far from happy. He was greatly distressed and his life was complicated by the illness of Mrs.
Glasgow, who was crippled by rheumatoid arthritis. Even
worse was the Civil War. St. Louis was rent by dissensions
of the most vicious sort. Lane considered himself a Southerner, and was infuriated by the Federal Government and by
the highhanded acts of the local Provost Marshal. Despite
his efforts to control his outbursts, his feelings were well
known. Yet, some thought to his disappointment, he was
neither arrested nor fined. He quarreled with many of his
best friends. (After his death many copies of letters of
apology for his intemperate outbursts were found in his
desk.)
Hardest to bear were the incomprehensible Union sympathies of his son-in-law for whom he entertained the highest regard and the warmest affection. Yet the devotion of the
two men, one for the other, was not undermined. Ignoring
their partisan tirades, Glasgow looked after the old gentleman and his wife and daughter, and even planned in the fall
of 1862 to take him to Germany, where Mrs. Glasgow was
undergoing treatment at Weisbaden, as soon as he had recovered from a serious illness. But he never regained his
strength, and died on January 6.
No doubt because of his "Secesh" sentiments, the Missouri Republican dismissed his death in a few curt words
with no mention of his achievements or of his contributions
to the growth of the city of which he had been the first
Mayor.
28. Gov. Lane to Wm. Glasgow, Jr.. Feb. 19, 1854.
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Preface to Diary

The original of the diary kept by Wm. Carr Lane, second
American Governor of New Mexico, during the years 185253, has long since disappeared anq, so far as I know, is no
longer in existence. It was in two parts, one beginning with
his departure from St. Louis, July 31,1852, and ending February 27 of the following year, on the eve of his setting out
from Santa Fe on a tour of inspection of the lower Rio
Grande valley. This part, edited by Ralph E. Twitchell, was
published by the Historical Society of New Mexico, November 1, 1917. Mr. Twitchell did not see the original script, inasmuch as he refers (p. 35, footnote 37) to "the copy of
Governor Lane's Journal, in my possession." What I take to
be this copy was found in 1938 among the papers left by
Lane's granddaughter, the late Mrs. Newton R. Wilson,
since the errors made by the typist correspond with those of
the published version. This copy is now in my possession.
'Although I had made a study of Lane's life and read
what I thought to be all of his surviving papers, I was, until
1941, completely in ignorance of the fact that there had ever
been a continuation of the diary. At that time I was told by
my cousin, the late Carr Lane Glasgow, that he had owned
one, which he described as "a black oil cloth covered book
with a tab." He had found the handwriting "quite illegible."
He told me that he had loaned it to a friend who was studying at Madison, Wisconsin. "That is the last I remember of
it." During a visit to Madison some years later, on a chance
I inquired at the Library of the State Historical Society, and
found there, not the diary itself, but a typewritten copy. The
Library records show that it was received in 1918 and returned in 1919 to a relative (now deceased) designated by
Mr. Glasgow.
The lost original cannot have been wholly illegible, for if
it had been, no one could have copied it. But the typist certainly had his difficulties. In the first place, the Governor's
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handwriting is undeniably hard to decipher. To complicate
the copyist's task still further, Lane had his own ideas, not
so much about spelling-although he did make a few mistakes-as about the other mechanics of writing. He had a
habit of capitalizing almost all nouns, and he scattered commas over the page much as he scattered salt or pepper over
his food, letting them fall where they would. Finally, the
Spanish and Indian terms proved baffling. The Governor
himself was inconsistent, sometimes, for instance, writing
Gila and sometimes Hela or even Helah. I have tried to reproduce what I think he wrote, right or wrong; where the
error is clearly that of the typist, I have corrected it.
So far as I am aware this is the only journal Lane ever
kept. His purpose seems to have been to refresh his memory
in years to come of such things as he thought he might forget, and perhaps also for the delectation of his family. Unfortunately almost none of his official acts, not even the issuance of his proclamation about the disputed Territory, is
even mentioned.
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Diary

City of Sta Fe Oct.
New Mexico
1853. Diary of Wm. Carr Lane
Feb. 28. After dinner set out for the southern part of the
Territory. Jo Collins drove my 4 mule, & carriage, & Mr.
Sam!. Ellison Translator of the Ter. 1 rode with me in the
carriage. My colored servants, Frank2 & Dr. Massies3 Jack,
and Jose Maria, a wellbred Indian from the Pueblo of Tesuque, rode on Horse or Mule back. Halted for the night at the
ranch of Don ManLDelgado.4 Mr. Winslow & wifes lodged at
same place. Heard a Baby cry, for the first time, since leaving Morie6 July last. Distance today 15 miles.
$4.00
Bill at Delgados
Provisions brot from Sta Fe
1.50
Amt at Delgados
5.50
Marck 1. Tuesday. Early start, & reached the House of
Don Ignacio Miera, 7 in Algodones by 2 p.m.-Baited the cattle & dined.
Charges.
$
1. Samuel ,Ellison was born in Virginia in 1817. After serving in the United States
Army during the War with Mexico, he settled in Santa Fe in 1848, and made it his home
for the rest of his life. He acted "as interpreter & secretary to Col. John Munroe, the
then civil and military commandant of New Mexico." He occupied this post until the inauguration of governor James Calhoun. After the death of the latter, he served as secretary, translator. and interpreter for Governors Lane, Meriwether, and Rencher. J. Manuel
Espinosa, uMemoir of a Kentuckian in New Mexico, 1848-1884," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL
REVIEW. 13:1-13 (January, 1938) [Hereafter the REVIEW will be cited as NMHR]
[All footnote citations enclosed in brackets were inserted by Frank D. Reeve]
2. Frank Smith, for many years Lane's body servant, though whether or not a slave
I have not been able to determine. Lane referred to him as his servant and friend.
3. HDr. Thomas A. Massie, Burgeon of volunteers from Missouri, Mexican War. Discharged in 1848, and practiced his profession in Santa.,Fe for several years." William
Carr Lane, "Diary of My Journey from St. Louis to Santa Fe." Ralph E. Twitcheli ed.,
Historical Society of New Mexico, Publication No.4 (1917), p. 69, fn. 96. [Hereafter
cited as, Twitchell, Lane Diary]
4. Delgado's Ranch, about fifteen miles south of Santa Fe, was a regular stopping
place for travellers. Lane spent the night there on the previous February 3. Twitchell,
Lane Diary, pp. 61-62.
6. [Perhaps Henry Winslow, clerk of the court, Valencia County, in 1862.]
6. Morie. Obviously Missrie (Missouri)
7. Unidentified.
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Don Ignacio offered me, as a special favor, a California
Horse, for $120, which bargain I declined. Jacks mule became sick, & was left on the road side. Made Sandia Pueblo
& stop'd at the House of the Gov of the Pueblo Pimero
[blank in ms.] & were hospitably entertained, & had a good
nights rest.
No charge made but paid
$2.
Gave Jose who staid to bring
up sick mule
1

March 2 Wednesday. Made an early start & Breakfasted
at Don Juan Christoval Armijo's8 met there Don Ambrosio
Armijo,9 Don [blank in ms.] Padre Gallegos 10 & Don Christoval's son & younger Brother, of Armijo's.
Stop'd without unharnessing, at Dr. Abadie'sll in Albu8. "Don Juan Christobal Armiio was a native of Bernalillo County, was a successful
merchant; a great Indian fighter and very prominent in the affairs of the Territory and
county. He was a member of tbe House of Representatives of the First Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico; also of the Second Assembly." Twitchell, Lane
Diary, p. 54, fn. 75.
9. "Ambrosio Armijo had risen to distinction during the Mexican period. In the fall
of 1832 he was elected deputy from New Mexico to Congress in Mexico City (though he
did not go because of a revolution) ; in the fall of 1843, he was one of nineteen forming
the electoral college; in the summer of 1846 he was jefe de hacienda. After the American
Occupation, he was recognized as one of those who controlled political affairs in Bernalillo County. In 1852, he made a sheep drive to California by the Gila route, losing 1,100
on the way." Historical Society Minutes, 1859-1863, ed., Lansing B. Bloom, NMHR,
18 :287, fn. 102 (July. 1943)
10. Jose Manuel Gallegos, later Lane's successful opponent in a contest for the seat
of Delegate to Congress. For the following note the editor is indebted to Lief Ericson
Mueller (Mrs. Herbert E.) and to the Board of the Historic Santa Fe Foundation: "Born
October 80, 1815, in Abiquiu, New Mexico, he received his early education in Taos as a
student of the rebellious Padre Martinez. He studied for the priesthood in Durango,
Mexico. where he was ordained in 1840, While still a priest at San Felipe-de Neri in
Albuquerque, he served two terms in the Mexican Departmental Assembly (1844 and

1846). . ..

.

"He served four terms as Speaker of the House in the Legislative Assembly and two
terms as Delegate from the Territory to the U.S. Congress (1853-55 and 1871-3) ....
His . . . career came to an end on April 21, 1875, when he died of a stroke at the age
of 60:'
11. "Dr. Lorenzo Labadie, afterwards U.S. Indian Agent, and prominent during the
Civil War period, particularily at Bosque Redondo. His ancestor in New Mexico was Dr.
Domingo Labadie, a Frenchman from St. Louis or Canada." Twitchell, Lane Diary, P.
58, fn. 95. He died at Puerto de Luna, on the Pecos River, August 10, 1904, at the age
of eighty years. William A. Keleher, Turmoil in New Mexico, p. 48, fn. 8. The Rydal
Press, Santa Fe, N.M., 1952.
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querque; visited Mr. Tuly12 & Mr. Clark. Saw Major Rucker14 Lt. Garrard 15 & Capt Pope,16 Mr. Clark & the Jack
priest Missionary, Reed,17 of the Bapt. Mission.
WILLIAM CARR LANE, DIARY

Why Lane persisted in misspelling the Doctor's name is a mystery. Yet there was
a Dr. E. H. Abadie, listed by Lieut. Col. E. D. Townsend among the prisoners taken by
Confederates at San Antonio. War of the RebeUion. Offi,cial Records of the Union and
Confederate Armies, Series II, Vol. I, "Prisoners of War," etc. Serial No. 114, p. 43.
.[Cited hereafter as Ojficial Records]
12. According to Helen Haines, Hi8toT1l of New Mexico, p. 199, M. F. Tuley drew up
the Constitution of New Mexico in 1850.
["So strongly contested was this first State election (1850] that a contest was made
before the Senate by Murray F. Tuley." L. Bradford Prince, New Mexico's Struggle for
Statehood, p. 21. Santa Fe, 1910. It is doubtful that he wrote the state constitution]
13. Not identified.
14. Daniel Henry Rucker. a native of New Jersey, entered the Army in 1837 without having attended West Point. He was brevetted Maior in 1847, "for gallantry and
meritorious conduct in the Battle of Buena Vista." According to F. Stanley (pseudonYm
for Stanley Francis Louis Crocchiola), The Fort Conrad. New Mexico StOT1l, p. 13, Dumas, Texas, 1961, he took no active part in the Civil War, but this would seem to be an
error. because, according to Heitman, he was brevetted Maior General in both the U.S.
Army and the Volunteers for "faithful and meritorious service during the War," on
March 13, 1865. [Stanley states he had a "desk" iob which would not rule out the citation for "faithfu)" etc. service]. Francis G. Heitman, Hi8torical Register and Dictionary
of the United State8 Army. vol. 1. Washington, 1903. 57 cong., 2 sess., hse. doc. 446. His
daughter Ann married General Phil Sheridan in 1873.
15. Kenner Garrard, a native of Kentucky, was graduated from West Point In 1847,
and brevetted 2nd lieutenant of the 4th Artillery. On February 20, 1852, he was trans·
ferred to the 1st Dragoons. He saw active service in the' Civil War, and was promoted to
Major General for "conspicuous gallantry." Heitman, Historical Register, P. 447. Like
Abadie, he is listed by Official Records, II, v. I, Serial 114, P. 43, as a prisoner of the
Confederates at San Antonio in 1861. Yet, according to Heitman, he saw service through.
out the war.
16. John Pope. Later celebrated Union general in the Civil War. During the Mexican
War he was promoted to Captain. "After the War, he came north for a short time on
survey duty in Minnesota. Returning to the Southwest in 1851, he served at headquarters
of the Department of New Mexico as "hief topographical engineer until 1858: then for
six years he was in the field, surveying a route for a Pacific railway, and experimenting
with artesian wells as a water supply for the Llano Estacado," DictionaT1l of American
Biography [Hereafter cited as DAB. See Lee Myers, "Pope's Wells," NMHR, 38 :273-300,
October, 1963]
17. The Rev. Hiram Walter Read, the first Baptist missionary In New Mexico. Ernest
S. Stapleton, Jr.• "The History of Baptist Missions in New Mexico, 1849-1866," The University of New Mexico, unpublished master's thesis, P. 23. Why Lane calis him a "Jack
priest" is inexplicable inasmuch as the term designated a renegade priest and Read had
never b,een a Catholic.
[The Rev. J. H. Reed, Baptist minister, serving as Army chaplain at Albuquerque,
joined Col. A. B. Gray's R.R. survey party of 1854 in order to visit Fort Yuma. He is
well spoken of by Gray and his associate, Peter R. Brady. L. R. Bailey, ed., The A. B.
Gray Report, PP. 133, 193f. Westernlore Press, Los Angeles (41), 1963.
A biographical sketch of Rev. Hiram Walter Read does not include mention of Gray's
party. L. B. Bloom NMHR, 17:118 (1942)]
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Wrote to Lt. Slinger A. A. Adjt. Genl. 18 for order for
Escort, & left Mr. Ellison, to receive the order.---,Set out, got
off the road; & I make these remarks, whilst my people are
getting my carriage out of a mud hole,-in which the mules
mired down, & stuck fast.
Exps. Mexicans for assisting to get us out of mud $
March 3 Thursday. The Carriage Mules yesterday were

so exhausted, after getting them out of the Mudhole, (with
the assistance of some Mexns.) that they could scarcely
draw the carriage.-Walked (about 1 mile excepted) from
Albuquerque, to Agent Baird,19--some 3 leagues, as it
seemed to me, & quartered there for the night. This morning
-3d Mr. Ellison arrived, with Capt Ker,20 & a Sandia Indian, who reports the sick 1p.ule left on the road dead; day
before yesterday to be dead & Jose's Mule sick. Sent another
Mule for Jose, & took passage in Judge Baird's carriage, &
arrived at Dr. Connelley's,21 at Peralta in the afternoon.
Exp.
.50
Jndn Messenger
1
Sent back for Jose
18.
19.

Not in Heitman. Historical Register.
Spruce McCoy Baird was an Indian Agent. and sometimes irritated Lane who
was inclined to believe that he devoted time to his own business when he ought to have
been with his charges. During the Civil War. he defected to the Confederates. He was
the representative of Texas when it was claiming New Mexico and the Rio Grande.
Keleher, Turmoil. p. 203, fn. 38. Known as "Judge Baird" and, because of his red beard,
as uColorado."
20. Croghan Ker. According to Heitman. op. cit.• P. 693, he resigned from the Army
in 1861. This is confirmed by an item in the Post returns of Fort Conrad signed by
M. S. Howe: "Resigned Croghan Ker. Captain Second Dgs. Resignation accepted. Nov.
1861:' General Services Administration. National Archives and Records Service. microfilm, RG
"Records of the United States Army Commands, Army Posts:' [Hereafter
cited as GSA. NARS, RG]
21. Dr. Henry Connelly, one of the most prominent and influential citizens of New
Mexico in the mid-nineteenth century. Born in Kentucky in 1800, he was educated at the
medical school of Transylvania University, now called Transylvania College. ·He took an
active part in the negotiations between James Magoffin and General Manuel Armijo
which led to the bloodless occupation of Santa Fe by General Stephen Watts Kearny.
[Those who were influential in promotiug the bloodless conquest of New Mexico in 1846
yet remain a problem for the historian]. He was the Civil War Governor of New Mexico,
being twice appointed to that office by President Lincoln. He died in Santa Fe in 1866.
Twitchell, Lane Diary, p. 66, fn. 78.
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March 4. Friday, at Dr. Connelly's. Approved Agent
Baird's Draft of this date N° 22, at 1 days Sight, upon
L. Lea Comr. Indn. Affrs. 22 for (expdrs. for Navahoes)
$2237.68/100, & wrote Letter of advice
Paid Dr. Connelly by Check on Messervy & Webb 23 for
$1509.82
1659.82
Apache Bill
150.
Cash to Wood
"
W.C.L.
200.
"
Gave orders to agent Baird, to attend Comanche Council, if
he could return, before July.
Remained at Dr. Connelly's all day & night.
Jose Maria came up next Morning with his sick Mule.
Left a Mule at Dr. C's. for Baird.
Saturday March 5.
Dispatched our Waggons, 3 in N° before Breakfast, but
remained ourselves, & went to the House of the Widow
Otero,24 where we were joined by my secretary Miguel Antonio Otero. 25
22. U. S. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1850-52.
23. William S. Messervy and James Josiah Webb were business partners in Santa
Fe, 1850-53. Messervy, a native of Massachusetts, had been a resident of Santa Fe for
many years. After futile attempts at recognition as a Territory, in 1850 New Mexico
petitioned Congress for admission to the Union as a state. and elected Richard S.
Weightman, Senator. and Messervy, Representative. The petition was rejected by Congress, but New Mexico was then organized as a Territory and James S. Calhoun, who
had been acting as Superintendent of Indian Affairs, was appointed Governor. "Letters
of William Carr Lane, 1852-54," ed., Ralph P. Bieber, .EI Palacio Press, Santa Fe, Historical Society, Publications in HistoTjJ, 6 :200 (April, 1928) [Hereafter cited as Bieher,
ed., Lane Letters]
"James Josiah Webb had been in the Santa Fe trade from 1844. He had partnerships successively with George P. Doan (1845-49), William S. Messervy (1850-03), and
John M. Kingsbury (1854-61). Webb represented Santa Fe County in the lower Legislative Chamber (1855-57), but the following August he returned permanently to his
Connecticut home; Kingsbury operating the business in Santa Fe until their firm "';as
dissolved in May, 1861. Bloom, ed., '~Minutes," 18 :290, fn. 118. Webb was the author of
"Adventures in the Santa Fe Trade, 1844-47," in Ralph P. Bieber, ed., Southwest Historical Series, 1 :301.
Widow of Vicente Otero, formerly Gertrudes Aragon, and mother of Miguel
Antonio Otero.
25. "Miguel Antonio Otero I, son of Vicente Otero and Gertrudes Aragon, and a
member of the legislature at the time of Governor Lane's arrival in the Territory; . . .
He was elected delegate to Congress in 1855. In 1861 he was appointed secretary of the
Territory by Abraham Lincoln," Twitchell, Lane Diary, p. 55, fn. 81.

24.
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Our party now consisted of
3 Myself & 2 servants (Frank & John)

4 Mr. Ellison Translator
6 Mr. Otero & peon (to follow)
7 Jos. Collins, my carriage driver
8
Morgan driver of our Baggage waggon
Peter
&
10
drivers of Freight Waggon
11 Mr. Wood, Indn. Interpreter
& Capt of the army
13 2 Mexicans of my party &
15 2
"
with Freight Waggons
16 Jose Maria, the Indn.
Saw abundance of missleto, on the dwarf cotton trees, near
Dr. Connellys. Drank excellent Wine, at Dr. Connelly's & at
Oteros. Crossed the Rio Grande, a few miles below Casa
Colorado,26 about 100 yds. wide & not 3 feet deep, in any of
the numerous crooked Channels. Bottom sandy, but sufficiently firm to bear our Horses. Saw abundance of Wild
Geese, Ducks, & White sand hill Cranes. Made Sabinal, &
halted at the House of Don Pedro Tores,27 who had gone
several miles & crossed the River to meet us
distance some 28 ms.
Exps. to
50
Sunday Marck 6. Reached Limitar early & halted at the
House of Genl. Armijo.28

26. [Casa Colorado was a very small settlement on the east side of the Rio Grande.
Sabinal lay on the west side farther downstream].
27. Correct spelling Torres. Son of Don Juan Ger6nimo Torres, who died in 1849,
and executor of his father's estate. "Last Will and Testament of Juan Geronimo Torres,"
NMHR, 26:338 (October, 1951)
28. Don Manuel Armijo, who had been Governor and Commanding General of New
Mexico at the time of the American occupation in 1846. After the conquest, he lived
peacefully in the Territory until his death at Limitar, December 9, 1853. He was in his
lifetime a very controversial figure, but after his death a number of reputable citizens,
including Dr. Henry Connelly, arose to his defense.
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Monday March 7. Made Ft. Conrad29 & quartered with
the Comdg. Offr. Major Marshall S. How,30 who. entertained
Mr. Otero & myself, hospitably.
Tuesday Mar. 8. Remained at Ft. Conrad waiting for our
Baggege Waggons, infantry being 1 mile in the rear at
Bu [7] - Ranch.
The Weather moderated rapidly from the day we left Sta

Fe.

From Algodones we found them plowing for corn. Wheat
had been sown. The people were hard at work, upon their
Acequias. Some grass began to show itself, in Bernalillo
County, & the people have commenced uncovering their
Vines. The last Winter has been Mild, every where in the
Ter.
The people are sowing, by estimation, 50 per cent more
wheat than last year, & are preparing for planting an increased quantity of corn land. The American plow is coming
into general use, in the Rio Abajo,31 & plowing now much
deeper, & I presume less irrigation will therefore be required Below Socorro, the Willows are in Leaf.
The weather was fine until yest. evening, when we had
much wind & dust. Some Rumbling Thunder was heard
once; & today, we had Hail, of about the size of small
cherries, so as. to cover the ground completely.
The Sun was so hot, on the 6th & 7th that my face was
dreadfully burned, when I reached this place.
29. According to the records of the Adjutant General's office, Fort Conrad was located "at Val Verde in Socorro County on the west bank of the Rio Grande, latitude
34' 19" north, longitude 107 0 9' 39" West."
"This poot was established September 8,
by elements of the Second Dragoons
and Third Infantry and named after the then Secretary of War. The post was occupied
until March 31,1854 when the troops were withdrawn and the post was abandoned. GSA,
NARS, RG 98, United States Army Command Post.
30. Correct spelling Howe. A native of Maine, and a graduate of West Point, class
of 1827. He had been on duty in New Mexico at least since 1849. Keleher, Turmoil, P.
60. Retired with the rank of Colonel in 1866. Died, December 8, 1878. Heitman, Historical
Register, Pp. 647-48.
31. The Rio Grande Valley in New Mexico with Albuquerque the approximate center.
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Exps. not known, paid by Don Sam!. [Ellison] who keeps
the acct, gave him per Secry $15'today
Distance from Limitar about 38 miles.
Mail from Texas arrived this evening. Wrote to
Greiner.32

8 March, Tuesday. "Fish Story." Dr. H. Connelly told
us at his table, that his travelling party, once found the Bed
of the Arkansas dry, & upon digging down into the sand, the
hole was speedily filled with water, in which were found
rna/r/,y little Fish, some 2 or 3 inches long! Allowing that the
Fish were there, from whence did they come? Is it possible,
that the spawn of Fish, could sink down into the sand, in the
water, & hatch there? And if so, could a fish grow pened-up
by sand, in this manner?
Above Sabinal, saw sulphur upon the surface of the
ground, in the Rio Grande bottom, in 2 places, mixed with a
saline efflorescece, at one place Sulphuretic Hydrogen gas
abounded.
The wheat crop will be full 50 pr ct greater this season,
than before. The yield of Wheat is from 15 to 20 Bu. pr acre,
as well as I can learn People begin. to manure their lands, in
the Rio Abajo. Dr. Connelly told me that Don [blank in ms.]
Perea, his Father in law, in Bernalillo,33 reaped 40 Fanegas34
of wheat for 1 sown upon Manured Land. And a gentn.
whom I saw at Gen!. Armijo's, told me, that 100 had been
produced from 1. This seems incredible.
The yield of corn is from 25 to 35 Bu. per acre as well as
I can learn. The corn is sd. to be heavier, than corn in the
states, but wheat is lighter. All the Wheat is spring wheat.
32. "John Greiner. a native of Ohio, served New Mexico in the following capacities:
Indian Agent, July, 1851-March. 1852; Acting Superintendent of Indian Affairs, MarchSeptember. 1852; Secretary of the Territory. August, 1852-May, 1853." Bieher. ed., Lane
Letters, p. 189, fn. 25.
88. [Probably Jose Leandro Perea. prominent citizen of New Mexico who lived in
Bernalillo.]
34. A unit of dry measure in Spanish-speaking countries. equal in Spain to 1.58 U.S.
bushels.
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Mr. Ward35 came in this morning. Gave him $20, for
Exps.
gave $10.
Latitude, Longde. Altitude
Albuquerque
Lat. 34 0 31'37"
Long. 106 0 51' 06"
Altitude 4756 ft.
Ft. Conrad
Lat. 33 0 34' 19"
Long. 107 0 09' 39"
Altde. 4576 ft.
From memo of Capt Jno Pope & probably copied from
Emory36 (1)
Church El Paso 31 0 45. True initial point 8 ms. north of El
Paso 31 0 52'
Speech of Howard memo Congo Texas37

9 Mar. Wednesday; Remained at Ft. Conrad, in consequence of Connelly's Teams being out of condition to en35. John Ward. Indian Agent. In 1868 he made a bitter report to a Congressional
Committee on the way the Indian problem was being mishandled by Congress and
the military. "Strange as it may appear, it is nevertheless a notorious fact that the
only wayan Indian can call the special attention of the government to his wants is by
committing robberies and murders. The mere fact of an Indian being peaceably and well
disposed is of itself sufficient cause for him to be neglected and entirely disregarded. . . .
"Congress must find a place for the wild Indian tribes to live. This is a serious matter, the Indian must have a place to live on, and Congress must procure it for him..• :'
Keleher. Turmoil. p. 476. AjournaI kept by him and edited by Annie Heloise Abel was
published under the title "Indian Affairs in New Mexico under the Administration of
William Carr Lane. From the Journal of John Ward," NMHR. 16 :206-232,328-358 (April
and June. 1941)
36. William Hensley Emory, a member of Kearny's staff in 1846.~ "From 1848 to 1853
Emory was employed as a commissioner and astronomer in working out boundary line
problems between the United States and Mexico. His services in 1853 under the Gadsden
Treaty were particularly valuable. A prolific writer. Emory published 'Notes of a Military
Reconnaissance in Missouri and California,' New York. 1848 . . • , and 'Report of the
United States and Mexican Boundary Commission.' (Washington:)" Keleher. Turmoil p.
110, fn. 8.
37. Volney Erskine Howard. Elected as a Democrat from Texas to the 31st and 82nd
Congresses (March 4, 1849-March 3. 1853.) Biographical DiTectOT1/ of the American CongTeBB. 1774-1949 [Hereafter cited as ,BDAC]. He was interested in the Mesilla Valley
question. Fernandez de Taos, op. cit.
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counter the Jornada,38 Review of troops. Dined at Capt
Stah39
Friday 10 Mar. Remained for same reason. Dispatched
Ward with the waggons & went, 5 miles ahead, where there
was wood, water & grass. One waggon to be repaired.
Wrote to Dr. Connelly at Peralta & to Prefect Baca40 at
Socoro, about putting captive Inds. [Gap in ms.] Sent the
letters by Felix Garcia, who returns home, in consequence
of his services not being required by Mr. Otero.
.
This Mr. Garcia can ride at full speed, upon his pony, &
pick up a dollar from the ground. I saw him pick up· his Laso
twice:--& as for throwing the Laso, it is done with unerring
certainty. He offered, to Major How, to pick up Dollars, if
they were given to him; & to pay a dollar for everyone he
failed to pick up.
I saw a Flock of Wild Geese, in the water near Sabinal,
all of which, according to my vision & that of my companion,
were judged to be white. They had the Note of the Brant.
The corn of N. Mexs. according to the Testimony of the
Off. at the Army, is heavier than corn in the States. Can this
be a fact? The Wheat is lighter, than the Wheat of the
States.
Marshall Spring How, Major Comg. at Ft. Conrad
Miss Serena Margaret Cleland, &41
38. J ornada del Muerto. An arid, almost waterless plain. about ninety miles in length,
on the east side of the Rio Grande from Fray CrisMbal tothe Mesilla Valley. Dreaded with
good reason by travellers since the Spanish conquest.
Capt. Stab. Probably a misspelling; another Instance of the copyist's inability to
decipher Lane's writing.
40. At Socorro stopped at the house of Senor Don Pedro Baca y Pino, the Prefect, and
awaited upon by the Alcalde. Twitchell, Lane Diary, p. 56.
["At Socorro stopped at the house of Senor Don Pedro Baca y Pino, the Prefect, and
was awaited upon by the Alcalde. Twitchell, Lane Diary, p. 56.
41. "Let me apprise you that I was most kindly entertained at Ft. Conrad, (Val
Verde) by the commanding officer, Major Howe, and his sister-in-law, Miss Cleland ; and
that I have given her a letter to you. She is a very clever young lady, as all agree, with
features somewhat peculiar. Her grandmother was a Greek,-she hails from Pens8Co!a."
William Carr Lane to Anne Ewing Lane, Santa Fe, April 30, 1853. Archives of the Missouri Historical Society, St. Loui,;, Missouri.
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Lucius, his son 4 ys. old
Capt. Wm. Steele,42 Dragoons, & his wife
Lt. Jno W. Albey, 3d Infy.43
Dr. Elisha P. Langworthy44
Whitings Dragoon Colt pistol. Lost by Collins, (as he
says Stolen), onthe 8th at Beckwiths Ranch. 4 l\ Have no confidence in J o. Collins. He is both Drunkard & Gambler, &
g-d knows what else.
Mistletoe abounds, says Miss Cleland about Ft. Conrad.
Have seen none myself except at Peralta. She says the flower
is pretty.
Val Verde, am disappd. in this place.
March 11, Friday. Left the Hospitable Ft. Conrad, under
an Escort of 30 Dragoons, commanded by Lt. Albey, expecting to overhaul our 2 Freight & 1 Baggage Waggons, before
we reach Fra Christoval46 where there is water, & to encamp
some 10 or 12 ms. in the Jornada. Crossed the Rio Grande 5
miles below the Fort, good Ford. Water in deepest part to
Saddle girths . Timber cotton wood, unusually abundant.
Tall & Straight Mistletoe abounds, a beautiful valley, & a
picturesque mesa on the East of Rio Grande, & W. of place
42. A native of Albany, N.Y., and a graduate of West Point, class of 1886, he was
brevetted for gallantry and meritorious conduct in the war with Mexico. At this time be
was stationed at Fort Conrad. He later resigned to join the forces of the Confederacy.
Heitman, Historioal Register, P. 919.
43. Second Lieutenant, 3rd Infantry, stationed at Fort Conrad, Assistant Post Ad·
jutant. Letter dated March 29, 1862, GSA, NARS, RG 98, Army Command Posts.
44. Native of New York. Post Surgeon at Fort Conrad. Resigned from the U.S. Army
April 30, 1861 to serve in the Confederate Army, Died March 8, 1862. Heitman, Historioal
Regi8ter. Cf. Official Reoords, I, v. 4, PP. 101·102.
46. Rand McNally's Busine88 Atlas of 1816 places Beckwith's Ranch between Fort
Conrad and San Marcial. Property of Hugh N. Beckwith.
46. On the east bank of the Rio Grande, 16 miles below Valverde. "One would think
that as long as they have been passing towns all down the river, that this must be one too,
or at least a settlement; but" no, there is not even the dusky walls of an adobe house to
cheer its lonely solitude. Like Valverde, it is only a regular camping place with a name."
Down the Santa Fe Trail and into Merioo. The Diary of Susan Shelby Magoffin 1846-1847.
Ed., Stella M. Drumm, p. 196. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1926.
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known as Fra Christoval, where we halted for water for the
cattle to fill our casks for the "Jornada del muerto"* which
is entered at this point. Encamped about 12 ms. in the Jornada. Cold windy evening.
Sat. 12 March. Rose at 3 A.M. & after a cup of Coffee set
out. Windy yesterday, lulled during the night. Made the
Lagunas,47 1% ms. apart, by % past 8 A.M. 15 miles or
thereabouts. Mr. Allison 48 says we are 30 miles from the
"point of Rock,"49 a place of great danger, & 57 miles from
the end of the J ornada.
The Jornada, thus far, is a Valley from 30 to 50 miles
wide, (when there is an occasional expansion) , between parallel ranges of Mountains running N. & S. Some 1500 or
2000 feet in height upon the level of the valley. Not a tree is
in the Vale or on the Mountains & the Mountains appeared
to my vision to be bare even of bushes·, altho covd. with
grass. The valley was covd. with grasses of various kinds,
some of which was not dead. The Soil looks rich & the face
of the country in the Valley is remarkably level. The soap
plant & different species of Cactus abound. The J ornada
rises gently to near the middle of it & then declines to its
south end. Our present stopping place, the Lagunas, is the
• "Journey of the dead"
47. The Rand McNally map of
places them in the Jornada, across the Rio Grande
from Fort McCrae,
miles below Fra Christ6val, a spot now covered by Elephant Butte
Reservoir.
uLaguna del Muerlo, or Dead Man's Lake. In dry seasons, it was a mere depression in
the plains, and to get water the driver would have to go five or six miles into a narrow
gorge to Ojo del Muerto (Dead Man's Spring.) Here, many of them were killed by Apache
Indians, who frequented the neighborhood." Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, 1844
ed.. VoJ. 2, p. 73.
Mistake for Ellison.
"Point of Rocks is a mass of blocks of syenite, towering to the height of several
hundred feet above the plain. A clear mountain spring comes out of the rock." Ralph E.
Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Me",ican History, 2 :128. The Torch Press, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, 1912.
• Tis said there is Timber in the Vallies on these Mountains

18

48.
49.

1876.
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first water, since leaving the River at Fra Cristoval, & is the
last, until we reach the River again. After a long rest, set
out at 3 p.m. & made 39 or 40 ms. by 11 oclk at night. Slept
without Supper, cattle were worse off for they had no drink.
Cold night Slept in the carriage & suffered from cold. For
250 yrs. have the people of this country traveled on this
dreary stretch, without water; but I am sure water can be
reached, by common wells, & they ought to be made immediately, one of which ought to be at the point of rocks.
Sunday 13 March. Made an early-start & reached the Rio

Grande at Robledo, or a little above it at 10 a.m., about 20
miles. After a halt of 2 hours, during who we breakfasted, &
baited our cattle, we resumed our march & halted at the
House of Don Pablo Melendez,GO in Dona Ana,';1 about 8 ms.
distant, whole distance, today, about 28 ms. Mr. Ward came
up in good Season. Entertained kindly by Don Pablo Melendez & his 3 daughters, Trinidad Josephita & Jesusita. Invited to a Ball. It is Lent, but as the Priest goes, we may
venture to go also.
Monday 14 March. Went to the Ball last night .but the
Padre was not there The Music consisted of a violin, Harp
& Guitar, & (a part of the time) by 2 extemporaneous Singers, (one of them singing second), who sang pretty sentimental verses, that would have done credit to people of more
external refinement, * for these singers were in their shirt
sleeves. The Ball was got up, in honor of my visit, & did not

GO.

Correctly spelled Melendrez, Prefect of the County of Dona Ana. According to the
New Mexican of July 7, 1868, he was the founder of the town of Dona Ana. He had just
died at the age of 68, and had always been looked upon "as a safe and prudent counselor:'
[Melendrez was justice of the peace entrusted with land allotments in 1846, but Jose Maria
Costales was leader in settlement, 1843.]
51. Founded in 1843.
• So says Mr. Otero. & I take his word.
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continue long, after I retired, which was before 11. Made
Ft. Fillmore,52 & was obliged, unwillingly, to quarter with
Col. Miles,53 a walking sponge, martinet & a Tuesday 15. Reached Mr. Hugh Stephensons 54 Wed. 16.
Thursd. 17, Frid. 18 at Mr. Stephensons. Dined at Maj officers the 17
Sat. 19 Mar. Set out from Mr. Stephensons for Ft. Fillmore, & quartered at Major Richardsons 55 at that post.
62. "Ft. Fillmore was located on the 'Rio Grande about two miles south of Las Cruces.
. .• It was established by Col. Edwin V. Sumner in 1861." Bieber, "Letters of William Carr
Lane •.. ," p. 194, fn. 44. "In 1864, while the then attorney general of the territory of
New Mexico, Judge W. W. H. Davis, was visiting this section, he visited Fort Fillmore. He
described it as a large and pleasant military post, built in the form of' a square. The
quarters of the officers formed one side, and the barracks of the enlisted men forming two
sides, while the south side extended to the Rio Grande. There were quarters for a battalion
of infantry at this, place. All the buildings were of adobe. and quite comfortable:' Col. M.
L. Crimmins, "Fort Fillmore," NMHR, 6 :827 (October, 1981)
68. Colonel Dixon S. Miles. "On June I, 1868, Lieutenant Colonel Dixon S. Miles, Third
Infantry, was assigned to the command of the Ninth Military Department. Two days later
[Colonel E. V.] Sumner again headed the department. On July 1 Miles took over the command a second time and held it until July 20, when he was succeeded by Brevet Brigadier
General John Garland:' A. B. Bender, "Frontier Defense in the Territory of New Mexico,
1846-68," NMHR, 9 :271, fn. 116. (July, 1984)
Apparently, Lane and Miles clashed during the former's visit to Fort Fillmore, for on
his return from the post on March 19, the Governor wrote the Colonel a sharply worded
note. The disagreement was evidently over the disputed area, for in it he reminded Miles
that the arm'y was subordinate and auxiliary to the civil authorities of the U.S. Keleher,
Turmoil, p. 181, fn. 66.
64. Although he fails to say so in the diary, Lane obviously went to EI Paso, where
Stephenson lived. Hugh Stephenson came to EI Paso del Norte in 1824. Stephenson was the
owner of the 900-acre estate of "Concordia" on the present site 'of EI Paso, and the EI
Brazito grant at Fort Fillmore. He died October 11, 1870 at Las Cruces. He also owned extensive mining properties in the Organ Mountains. His property was confiscated by the
Federal Govemment during the Civil War, but later was recovered. James Magoffin Dwyer,
Jr., "Hugh Stephenson," NMHR, 29 :1-7 (January, 1964.)
65. 'Major Israel Bush Richardson. A native of Vermont, he graduated from West
Point in 1886. In 1847, he was hrevetted captain "for gallantry and meritorious conduct" in
the Battles ,of Contreras and Churubusco; and to Major for similar conduct in the Battle of
Chapultepec. He resigned from the Army in 1866, but returned at the outbreak of the Civil
War. Colonel in the 2nd Michigan Infantry; Brigadier General and later Major General of
Volunteers. Died Novemher 8, 1862, of wounds sustained in the Battle of Antietam. Heitman, Historical Register.
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Sunday, 20. Set out, from Ft. Fillmore & dined at Mr.
Thomas Bulls56 in Las Cruces, 2lf2 ms. from Mesilla. 57
Towns in the Disputed Ter.
Mesilla, popn. say 2500
Santa Tomas"
" 250
Alimstar
" " 250
Say, Total souls 3000
12000 Fanegas Corn, produced by Mesilla alone last year N.
B. Apple pd. export duty of 6lf2 cts a Fanega for Corn, pd. 6
per cent import duty, upon his Mdhse, besides 500$, for his
permit to do business, as a mercht.
No wood & no lime can be taken from & no debts can be
collected, upon Soil, do not deliver up cumin confiscated
Lands. Not allowed toleration in religion, collect Tythes &
First Fruits.
March Sunday 20. Arrived at Dona Ana Monday 21
Tuesd. remained there. Mr. Ellison set out with Major Richardson, this day for Sta Fe.
Sunday 27. Have remained in the Town of Dona Ana, at
the House of Senor Don Pablo Melendres [sic], prefect of
the County of Dona' Ana since the 22nd Inst., waiting for
the Indians, for whom I have sent, to come in; or, at least,
to hear some tidings of the Indns. But as there is a limit to
patience, if the Transportation for my Ind Goods arrives, I
will set out, tomorrow, for Ft. Webster,58 near the Copper
Mines.
56. Thomas J. Bull was foreman of a jury in the County of Dona Ana on May 2, 1853.
Fernandez de Taos, op. cit. [See Charles S. Walker, Jr., "Confederate Government in Dona
Ana County," NMHR, 6:280-96 (July, 1931)
57. In 1853 Mesilla was still on the west bank of the Rio Grande, but in 1865 the river
cut a new channel to the west of the town, and since then it has been on the east bank.
During the brief Confederate occupation it was governed as the Territory of Arizona. [Cf.
Adlai Feather, "The Territories of Arizona," NMHR, vol. 39, no. 1 (January, 1964) ]
58. "The records of the Office of the Adjutant General indicate that Fort Webster was
established at the 'Copper Mines,' January 23, 1852, 'and the post was removed to 12 miles
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Monday 28. Mr. Ward started, with the freight waggons
for Ft. Webster
Tuesday 29. Set out for Fort Webster, near the Copper
Mines,59 Mr. Otero in the carriage with me, Anselmo &
Frank on Mules, & my Saddle-Horse, led by Frank. Overtook; Mr. Ward, with the Train, near Robledo, 8 IllS. &
stopped to rest & bait cattle a few miles in the J ornado [sic],
about 101;2. The day hot & the oxen much distressed, by the
heat.
,
Left of the Indian goods (100 sheets & 50 Mex. Blankets
& a Lot of Tobacco) , for the Mescalero & other White Mountain apache Indns. to be distributed, by Don Pablo Melendres, according to his discretion. I also authorized him, to
issue, to these Indns., corn not to exceed 40 Fanegas.
I had remained at Don Pablo's house, about 9 days, & I
have [given] him one oz & 2 eagles-$35 (which he accepted
reluctantly), for the trouble we had given him. *
The Don, & a Cavalcade bore us co. a few miles, on our
way. Robledo is the last watering place, (the Lagunas sometimes excepted), until you cross the Jornada, & again see the
Rio Grande at Fra Cristoval. There is a small Spring, about
6 ms. from the road, W. of the Laguna, at the foot of the
Mountain.
east of the 'Copper Mines' on September 9. 1852, and was abandoned December 20, 1853.
The records indicate that the Latitude was 32', 48', Longitude 108', 04' Gr., Elevation
6350." Letter from Miss Mabel E. Deutrich, Archivist in Charge, Early Wars Branch, General Services Administration, National Archives and Records Service to editor, June 8,
1961.
"A ground plan of this second Fort Webster on file in the National Archives shows'
quite an impressive number of buildings ~n a ·plateau.' The post was apparently quite
close to the bluff bordering on the west of the river. . . . Construction was of adobe. On
the east and between the post and the river, running south was the 'Road to Forts Fillmore and Conrad,' while to the west and running south, southwest was the 'Trail to the
Copper Mines: " "Mangas Colorado caused Ft. Webster,U Lee Myers, The Southwesterner,
December, 1962.
59. The Copper Mines. The Copper Mines of Santa Rita del Cobre were discovered
[about] 1800, and had been worked ever since under various ownerships except when operations had to be suspended because of Indian depredations. They are today the property of
the Kennecott Copper Company.
• Mr. Otero & myself. Ward has paid for every thing else
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There is no settlement, from the Town of Dona Ana, to
Val Verde, about 120 miles.
Reached San Diego,60 after dark, 22 mi. from Dona Ana,
as well as I can learn. No House, or even field, here, remained all night, on a Bank of the Rio Grande.

Tuesday 30. Early start, & successful passage of River,
some 200 yds. wide, & not quite deep enough, to come into
carriage. Banks about 6 feet high. AnI. Rise of River, commencing in April, 'tis said.
Alarmed, by the Report of 6 guns ahead. Prepared for
Indns.false alarm. Halted at half past 10, on Rio Grande.
Encamped at the deserted Mxn. Town Santa Barbara,61
after dark. Left a sick ox, on the road. A Mexn. waded the
River, & told us that the shooting. was done, by a party of
men cutting timber on the Rio Grande, gave him something
to eat, & parted with him. Saw a large Black tailed Deer.
Collins shot at some cranes, but missed.
Wednesday 31. Up at 2 & off at 3. Guards inattentive, &
Oxen strayed some distance, causing delay. Halted at the
Tenaha,62 so called, & remained until about 3% p.m. Distance
probably 10 ms. This Tenaha is a most remarkable pheno60.

"San Diego was the name of the crossing of the Rio Grande near the north end' of
the Mesilla Valley. Travelers to the right crossed the Jomada. Those to the west crossed the
river and traveled in a southwesterly direction by way of Mule Springs and Cook's Spring
across the Mimbres to Cow Spring." Frank D. Reeve, letter to the editor, April
[About fifteen miles north of San Diego crossing on the west side of the Rio
Grande near the site of Fort Thorn, which was built there in December of
as quarters
for the garrison from Fort Webster.]
Correct spelling Tinaja. "The water is about one hundred feet lower than the camp,
in a rocky chasm difficult of descent for animals; the chief supply is a natural rockbound
well thirty feet in diameter and twenty-four feet deep. It contains about fifty-five thousand
gallons. Many feet below it are two smaller holes, which the animals can get at, two or
three at a time." Ralph P. Bieber and Averam B. Bender, eds., "Cooke's Journal of the
March of the Mormon Battalion,
in E",ploring Southwestern Tra-ils, 18J,6-1851,.
The Arthur H. Clark Company, Glendale, Calif.,
(The Southwest Historical Series, ed.,
Bieber, vol. 7) [Hereafter cited as Bieber, Cooke's JournaL]
[The Tinaja was called "Foster's Hole" by emigrants from the United States. Robert
Eccleston, Overlo.nd to California- on the Southwestern Trail. Ed. by George P. Hammond
and Edward H. Howe, P.
note
Berkeley: University of California,

12. 1961.

61.

1853

62.

1846-1847,"

168,

2.

1938

1950]
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menon, worth a days ride to see it. An arroya crosses the
road at the foot of a hill, running Northward, & then turns
towards the E ; and, by taking the other line of the triangle,
you cross the point of a hill, about JA. mile over, & find yourself in Valley, or Canon, as it is called, that calls to mind
Stephens description of Petra, in Ancient Edom. The sides
of the Canon are perpendicular cliffs of Black Volcanic conglomerate, such as I never saw before, with a metalic luster,
where it is exposed to the Weather. There is a fall of some 6
or 8 feet, in the canon, with 2 escapes for the water, separated by a Mass of Rock. One of these cascades empties into
what is not inaptly termed a Tenaha, a Mexican water vessel.
The Tenaha is oval, with its longest diameter, in the direction diagonally across the canon. Its greatest diameter, may
be 21 feet, & its shortest about 18. The carriage driver says
he sounded it, with a picket rope & pin, & found it to [be] 17
feet deep. The Water in it, & it was nearly full, notwithstanding the excessive drains that are made from it, to Water large trains, & the waste of the Water, by being baled
out, & poured upon the sand, so that Cattle can have access
to the water to drink. It is nearly sheltered from the sun, &
the water was cold & palatable, indeed exceedingly good. The
outlet from the eastern rim, of this natural stone reservoir,
was much worn, altho' the rock is of flinty hardness; & yet
it does not appear, that Gravel, or detritus pass thro' the
Tenaha as, in that case, it would be filled up with stones.
These pass thro' the other opening.
A few yards, below the Tenaha there are 2 depressions
in the Solid Rock, resembling Mortars (for pounding hard
substances), of the size of a large Apothecaries Mortar. No
Man can look at these excavations, & not feel a conviction
that they have not been made by man, for Mortars. But
when & by whom? Below the Tenaha, the Canon widens &
presents sufficient Room for Tents, or huts, & thereby in-
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vites man, in a certain stage of civilization, to make this spot
his Home.
Made the Mule Springs63 before dark. They rise out of
the volcanic rocks & soon sink again. Can it be that the
Tenaha is supplied by a spring? & that it is of great size at
certain seasons & then cleans the Tenaha of sand & stones?
From the water mark, it appears the height of the water, in
the Tank, is· very uniform. How can this Uniformity be
sustained, amidst the constant drains, for the Cattle &
Travellers, & by Evaporation, which must be great, notwithstanding that it is much sheltered, from the Sun? Indeed, it must be the Evaporation, that keeps the water so
cold. Have crossed a Beautiful prairie, so level as to seem to
have been the bed of an ancient Lake. The Mountains which
shoot up, in the valley, are volcanic. Water good, at Mule
Springs. The road from Fort Conrad, comes into the road
we now travel, some half way, between Santa Barbara & the
Tenaha.
April 1. Resumed our March at %, past 4 a.m. A Team
having come up, returning, about Midnight, we exchanged
our 4 112 yoke of broken down oxen for 5 yoke, in better condition, & exchanged Train conductors, for the better, I hope.
Encamped for Breakfast at Cooks Springs.64 Say 14 or
15ms.
Made yesterday say 20 ms. It is very remarkable, that the
Mexns. , can never give any correct information, about distances, in miles, leagues, or mule time. Made the Mimbres
(a long 25 ms.) & encamped. Whole distance today 40 ms.
63. Cf. footnote 60.
64. "Cooke's Spring was named after Col. P. St. Geo. Cooke, on the staff of Gen.
Stephen Watts Kearny. . . . Cooke led the Mormon Battalion through New Mexico· to
California in the fall of 1846." Keleher, Turmoil, p. 266, fn. 35.
"Nov. 16. Our course S. 15° E., bending slightly to the right into a curve, or shallow
cove, of the mountains. Here, at their feet, after coming about thirteen miles, we find a
small swampy hole of water, apparently insu1llcient, with plenty of black mud close to the
surface," Bieber, Cooke's Journal, p. 101.
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April 2. Reached Ft. Webster, on the Mimbres, 12 or 15
ms. & quartered with Major Steen,65 the comdg. offr.
Whole distance from Dona Ana to Ft. Webster, by Sta
Barbara about 130 miles. Distance of Ft. Webster from Mule
Spring over 60 ms. (says Mons Gerad jean) ,66 & only 25 ms.
over the near route, across the Mts., & so says Lt. Norris67
also, who has passed over the near road. Lt. Norris says a
good road might be made, for waggons, over the near route.
The Mimbres heads north of Ft. Webster, & after running
some 60 or 70 miles, in its whole length, it sinks, & does not
rise again. It is a clear Little Creek, at this point with clear
water, & a rapid current; but it is said to go dry, sometimes.
Apl. 3, Sunday, at Ft. Webster.
Apl. 4. Held a Council with several bands of Apaches.
Tuesday April 5. Conferred Medals, as emblems of authority, upon Jose N & Conchillo Negro,68 & left one in
65. Enoch Steen. a native of Kentucky, enlisted in the Army from Missouri. "Second
Lieut. Mounted Rangers, 16 July 1832; Second Lieut. 1 Dragoons, 19 September 1833; First
Lieutenant, 5 March 1836; Capt. 31 December 1840; Major Second Dragoons, 15 July 1853;
transferred to First Dragoons, 28 October 1855; First Cavalry, 3 August 1861; Lt.
Col. Second Cavalry, 28 September 1861; retired 23 September 1863. Heitman. Historical
Register.
"On ... February 2, 1850, a band of Gila Apaches in an attack on the town of Dona
Ana, killed one man and wounded three. While Major Enoch Steen was after them in vigorous pursuit another band cleared the settlement of stock. The major at once advised "the
location of a post at Santa Rita to overawe the hostiles." Ralph H. Ogle, "Federal Control
of the Western Apaches, 1848-1886," NMHR, 14:339 (October, 1939)
66. Obviously a misspelling by Lane or a typist. Unidentified.
67. Charles E. Norris, native of Indiana and graduate of West Point in class of 1847.
At this time, Brevet Second Lieutenant, Second Dragoons. Heitman. HiBtOriCal Register,
p. 75. He was stationed at Fort Conrad in 1851 and 1852. GSA, NARS, RG 98. Army Command Posts.
68. Correct spelling Cuchillo. A Warm Springs Apache, who claimed that he was doing
some farming northeast of Fort Webster.
"Almost simultaneously [1857] Colonel W. W. Loring, detached to the north, struck
another band at the Canon de los Muertos Carneros, where, in addition to killing seven
more (including the notorious Cuchillo Negro). he seized several families along with over
one thousand head of stock." Ogle, op. cit., 14 :346.
Notorious or not, he was important enough to have a stream named after him. uThe
name normally was spelled Cuchillo Negro, meaning black knife, though I have often
thought the name for the six main feathers in the wing of a hawk, cuchillos, might make
better sense." Albert H. Schroeder, letter to the editor, October 23, 1962.
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hands of agent Wingfield 69 for Ponse. 70 Distributed presents,
council completed, & articles of compact agreed upon.
Wed. 6. Engaged in writing Treaty, or compact, & articles of agreement with Fletcher. 71

Thursday 7. Treaty, or Compact, signed with Mimbres
& Helah 72 apaches, by who they agree to become Stationery,
to cease to live by plunder &c.
69. In 1852-53, a considerable number of Gila Apaches were under the care of Agent
E. H. Wingfield. Twitchell, Leading Facts, 2 :802.
[Wingfield served at Fort Webster from November, 1852, to July, 1853. NMHR.
16 :221-349 PaBsim].
"The stage from Independence came in last night. Brought Maior Wingfield, a passenger." Wm. Carr Lane to "My daughters." Santa Fe, Oct. 27, 1852. Archives, Missouri
Historical Society, St. Louis, Co.
70. "Ponce claimed the land east of the Burro Mountains to the Rio Grande as far as
Santa Barbara." John Greiner to Luke Lea, Aug. 80, 1852, GSA. NARS. RG 75, New Mexico Field Papers. His band was separate from that of Mangas Coloradas. Schroeder, letter
to the editor, op. cit.
This Ponce was not the Apache of that name who escorted General O. O. Howard into
Cochise's stronghold for his conference with the celebrated chief of the Chiricahua Apaches
in 1872, because he had been killed by his own people in "a drunken frolic" July 8, 1854.
Michael Steck to Governor Meriwether. Aug. 30, 1852, GSA, NARS. RG 75. New Mexico
Field Papers.
71. Fletcher. GSA. NARS, Office of Indian Affairs. Letters Received, M-234, Reel 546,
May 21, 1853, refers to "Jessican [Jean~on 7] Fletcher. the interpreter." Lane refers to
him sa Francois. Report by Lane. Santa Fe. May 21, 1853. Ibid. Apparently. sa it turned
out, Fletcher did not deserve the confidence reposed in him by Steen and Lane.
"The farm as I said above is called the Indian's farm but not so. it is claimed by
Fletcher and the Indians so far as I can see from the contract between Gov. Lane and 'F,'
have no claim than to a part of the corn growing upon it, which as I wrote you. has somehow been alloted among 150 or so families amounting in all to less than 200 souls. I hardly
know what to do in the premises. Fletcher is there by the permission of the Commander of
this post and by virtue also of a contract with Gov. Lane to cultivate land for the Indians
and to instruct them. The contract does not acknowledge any right of the Indians to the
farm but simply the using of the fruit for the year. Fletcher claims it sa his own worked,
improved and cultivated as it has been by Indians and asked me the moderate little sum of
$1600 for his interest which I wish to purchase as I saw he did not suit and put a man there
under your instructions who would make it valuable as a means of feeding the Indians and
encouraging them to work," J. M. Smith. Indian agent at Fort Webster, sent this information to Governor Meriwether on September 10, 1853. In this same letter he also complained that Fletcher allowed the use of the house for the sale of whisky to the Indians.

Ibid.
72. Correct spelling. Gila. Why Lane sometimes misspelled this word is a mystery. He
knew better; he spelled it correctly in his letters.
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Friday 8, at Ft. Webster.
Saturday 9. Set out for Helah, accompanied by Major
Steen, with a small command, of 16 Dragoons. Ponce & 2 of
his Indians also, passed the Copper Mines, 14 ms., & Halted,
6 ms. further-20 ms. at water, in the arroya of Copper
Mines Creek. 78
Night uncomfortably cold (we slept in the open air).
Sunday 10. Set out at 7 oclk, course nearly South, upon
an Old Trail, over which Waggons had once tis said passed
over a country, sometimes very Level, & sometimes rolling,
but never hilly, or wooded; well covd. with grass, & some
Mesquite, & a few other stunted Bushes. In 3 or 4Vallies,
the soil was of surpassing fertility. Passed Water, at one
place only. Ponce calls it, the Apache Spring,74 where water
is abundant, but too warm to be palatable. Made Ojo La
Vaca (Cow's Spring) .75 Both at this watering place, & the
Apache spring, the water does not run far, & is lost. Distance today, from 22 to 25 Ms., encamped for the day &
night at Cows spring, where there is more grass, than I
have yet seen. The day is the warmest of the season.
It is said that the 11 line of the disputed Ter. 76 runs by
this point, Cows Spring, & at this point, our Trail intersects
Cooks California Trai1.7 7 Our trail, thus far, is the old Mexn.
trail from [Janos] Sonora to Copper Mines. 78
78. "This is the Nogal Brook shown on 'A Map of the Road from Fort Thorn to the
Rio Gila' by B. L. E. Bonneville and 1st Lt. L. W. O'Bannon, 1857: U.S. National Archives.
Record Group 77, U.S. No. 323. No.1." (Schroeder. letter to the Editor. October 3, 1962)
74. "Shown as Pache de Ho (Apache water or spring) on the Bonneville map."
Schroeder, ibid. Later the site of Ft. McLane, and the reputed site of the killing of Mangas
Coloradas on January 19. 1863.
75. "Ojo de Baca" on the Bonneville map. A short distance to the northwest of the
present town of Deming. Schroeder, ibid.
76. The 11 line of the disputed Ter. "This is the line projected by Bartlett at 32' 22·...
Schroeder, ibid.
77. The trail followed in 1846 by Lieutenant Colonel Philip St. George Cooke, leading
the Mormon Battalion from Santa Fe to San Diego. California.
78. The missing word is ahn05t certainly Janos. Actually, Janos is in the Mexican
state of Chihuahua, and not Sonora, as Lane says.
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Many Wolves prowled & howled, around our camp, last
night, & many herds of antelopes have been in sight, today,
but our 2 Indn. Hunters have not brot. in any fresh meat.
Saw some doves & California partridges yesterday & some
doves, & 2 or 3 Brown Rabbits, today.
The road from Ft. Webster, to Copper Mines, lies over
Mountains 79 well covd. with Timber, Pine, Cedar & Oak,
and some other kinds. It is the largest Timber I have seen,
since I crossed the Mountains, between Vegas and Sta Fe.
The White oaks & Black Jacks, retain their leaves green, all
winter; but are said to drop them, before the dry season
ends, which is about the middle of Sept. If so, these Trees
are not strictly Evergreens, as they are called. The Whiteoaks, resemble the Live-oak, of the Sea-board.
Saw yesterday, 3 varieties of the Mescal (Magay [Maguey]), out of which the Indns, prepare an excellent article,
for food, in great quantities. It grows i~ the Mountains.
Several Varieties of Gigantic cactus, are seen, & the Soap
plant, (of the palm family), is more & more abundant, &
luxuriant in growth. Cut canes from the fruit stalks, & procured seeds of same.
Saw 4 Horned frogs, today, & caught one of them, compared to the nimble Lizzard, which is seen every few yards,
they are slow motioned. Have passed many [prairie] Dog
Towns, today.
Monday 11. Commenced our march, at 7 a.m., across the
plain, in a course about 30 0 W. of N. as near as I could judge,
without a compass, towards a wide gap in the mountain
chain. It seemed to me, as if we were turning the South end
of the B[urro] Mountains;80 & then passing over the Western Spurs of that Mountain range, our course layover rol79. uBen Moore Mountain on Bonneville map." Schroeder, ibid. [Sometimes named
Copper Mountain.]
"These are the Little Burro Mountains of today. The Burro Mountains are farther
to the west." Schroeder, ibid.

80.
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ling, sandy, gravelly lands, without Timber, of any kind,
except Mesquite switches.
In the afternoon, we crossed a ridge 8 ! & descended on a
valley which led us to a swampy spot, where water could be
had, for digging a foot or so, but as our Indn. guide, said
there was good water near at hand we started without drinking, ourselves or cattle, & did not reach water, until we
crossed another Hill, & descended into a deep, Rocky canon,
here there was· a large spring. 82 Here we camped for the
night.
At the 1st water, Ponce discovered a track, & fearing it
was a vidette, of the Sonorians, with our consent, sent his
peon, to a watering place, to spy. In the evening, he returned,
with a Mule which he had found, but he brot. no tidings, of
Sonorians or Indians, to Ponce's great relief.

Tuesday 12. Last night was very uncomfortably cold, to
those who slept in the open air. We are, probably, in the
spurs of the Burro Mountains, & are possibly some 5 or 6000
feet above the Level of the Sea. Marched before 8 a.m.
After attempting to pass down the Canon, on which we
lay, we found it to be impassable, some 3 or 4 miles down, &
the waggons & carriages were forced to return, to camp &
take another canon, which finally united, with the canon
they had left, & which continued to run W.. & N.W. until it
debouched upon a plain which some say is 4 & some say is
10 leagues from the Hela. 88 After having made about 6 Ms.
from our encampt., we encamped for the day & night in a
very narrow, grassy Valley, at a point where the water of
81. "The ridge was most probably the Continental Divide, at a few miles southwest of
present Tyrone. The party was now in the homeland of Mangas Coloradas." Schroeder, ibid.
82. "This canyon seems to have been one of those draining the head of present Mangas
Creek. The identity of the spring is not known to me." Schroeder, ibid.
83. . . . 10 leagues from the Hem. "The second canyon described is present Mangas
Creek, formerly known as Santa Lucia Canyon and shown as such on the Bonneville map."
Schroeder, ibid.
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the Rivulet, in the canon, sinks ;84 from which point, there is
no water, to the Gila, & our Water Cask is store (We have
done well in all our travelling arrangements, but if there
had not been a Brandy bottle, nearer than 500 Miles, we
would have done much better).
The Country thro' who we passed, yesterday afternoon &
this morning, & abounds with Flax, & wild Barley'" as it is
called is seen and is in head. The flax is in bloom, & grows
upon the Hills, as well as on the low parts of the vallies.
Most of these plants, have a greater height, than 18 inh. Tis
said, wild oats & wild Rye,# is found in this region. I have
yet seen none. The canon, in which we are encamped, is not
on an average 50 yds. wide, with perpendicular, or nearly
perpendr. walls (of a singular conglomerate), which appears to me to be about a 1000 feet high, but who my companions say are more than 3 times that height. The White
Oaks & Black Jacks, of this region, do not cast their leaves
during the Winter; the former begin to look yellowish now;
but the foliage of the Black Jacks is of the deepest green.
There are some small Willows.in the Canon, & a small
cotton wood is occasionally seen at long distances. plants of
the palm family, abound, & the new grasses is half leg high,
to the delight of Horses & Mules.
This day, is Gov Lane's [?] (as the party are pleased
to call it, because I am the first Gov, that is suppos~d to have
ever entered it), has been [?] & exceedingly uncomfortable from the excessively high wind. Collected some specimens of curious stones, & picked up a Grape vine for Mr. G.
St. Louis. It is late, but perhaps it may live. The night was
very cold, & every body suffered somewhat. Ice was twice as
thick as a dollar in the Water Bucket. The distance this day
84. "Probably was some distance ahove Santa Lucia Springs, since the party had no
knowledge of it." Schroeder. ibid.
• and some wild Rye.
# Have seen the Rye.
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does not probably exceed 6 miles, from my last nights camp,
altho' we have passed over more ground.

Wednesday 13. Took up our line of march about 7 A.M.
passed Westward down an arroyo, then N. some 45 0 W.
across a mesa. Thence down an arroyo, a little S. of W. until
we reached the object of our march, the Rio Gila, at noon. 85
Encamped near a sink above the place of intersection on acct
of grass, & remained the bale. of the day & the night.
The Gila here runs nearly south, has a rapid current with
clear Water, & gravelly Banks about 5 feet high, which appear to overflow in some places only during floods. The rich
alluvium is covered with tolerably sized cottonwood Trees,
& with little Willows. The soil of River bottoms, where they
are subject to be overflowed, are Sandy & unfit for Cultivation; above this level they are fertile & easy of irrigation, as
the fall in the river, here, must be twice as great, as it is, in
the Rio Grande. The Fishermen were seen· at this post, &
sundry messes of whitefish coloured silver sided pink, with
exceeding small scales, were taken, cooked for dinner. I do
not believe I have ever seen this fish before. It has some resemblance to the pike, but is not so slender, & has a wider
mouth & no teeth that I saw. One was taken 15 in. in length.
Since we debouched from the Mountain upon the plain,
some 15 miles wide wehave seen abundance of Partridges of
a Leaden brown colour, with top knots on their heads, like
the California partridges. One was shot, & used for fish bait,
and one was killed with stone & eaten. It was exquisite eating. A prairie dog & a Rattlesnake were also shot, & an ante85. "The party apparently followed the ·arroyo westward down canyon, then left the
canyon before reaching Santa Lucia Springs, and moved northwest across the open country to another arroyo that drained west to the Gila River (this latter arroyo is shown on
the Bonneville Map. i They reached the Gila at the site where the Gila Depot was set up
during the Bonneville campaign of 1857. Of interest here is the route their Mimbres
Apaches guide, Ponce, took. He avoided following Mangas Creek to the Gila, perhaps with
a purpose. The lower end of this valley is the area Mangas Coloradas' Apaches were known
to be farming in the later 1850's. This may have been what concerned Ponce when he expressed a fear of encountering lawless Apaches on the 13th, when the party waS in the
homeland of Mangas Coloradas." Schroeder, ibid.
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lope shot at. A Huge Wild He goat of the common Species
brot. up the rear of the herd of Antelopes. He was, no doubt,
a Stray from the Indians, or Mexns. When I saw him I thot.
of Moses "Scape goats" in the Wilderness.
Ponce is afraid of Lawless Indians. We bid him be easy,
as we were abundantly able, to take care of ourselves & cattle, at which he seemed surprised.
Major Steen has 16 men, & he makes the 17th. My party
consists Mr. Otero, Sec. Mr. Ward, Intr. the 2 drivers the 2
coloured men, 3 Mexs. & 3 Indns. (1 of which is detached to
find other Indns.) in all, myself included, 13, making a total
of 30 men, all well armed, except the 3 apaches, who have
Bows & arrows. I fancy we. could successfully resist 300
apaches, armed as they generally are, with Bows only.
Whole distance today perhaps 18 miles. The plain, on this
side of the Burro Mountains, is tolerably covd. with flowers,
some of them new to me, & very beautiful. I observed what
appeared to my ignorant eyes several varieties of Cresanthemums. Different parties explored the Gila Northward & reported fertile vallies with plenty of wood (cotton wood) for
building purposes & fuel. Turkeys few in ns. were seen, but"
nowhere Game except partridges.
I was enabled to see the country myself for about 10
miles abQve our camp.
Thursday 14th. Set out on our return, to the Rio Grande,
as I have not been able to procure a trustworthy guide to Ft.
Defiance, S6 as we are scarce of provisions, with no prospect
of getting any from the Fort or the Indians, & last tho' not
least, as there is so little grass to return to the Rio Grande,
is our only resourse.
Major Steen, Ponce, Mr. Otero, Mr. Sherman s7 &, 2 dragoons, went down the River, to a point on the canon thro'
which it appears to run for 8 or 10 ms. from which we had
86. Established by Col. E. V. Sumner in 1851.
87. Not identified.
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a view of the valley of the Gila, (in all), for about 25 or 30
ms. The Course of the River here is West by South. Above
our encampment it appears to have the same Genl. course
for a considerable distance. Tis said to head some 80 or 90
miles above us. Below the Canon it appears to bear more to
the West.
My visit to the Gila, was for the purpose of ascertaining
its fitness for a future location for the Apaches. It will do,
well for that purpose.
Encamped in the Canon in which we encamped the 13.
Windy as heretofore, I christened it Wind Canon. Night
cold. Ice formed as thick as a dollar. Black Current leaves
froze hard & so the herbage genly.

Friday 15 April. Early start. Our Indn brot. us a deer
last night, which gave us a good breakfast, partridges, Mocking birds, Turkey tracks Bear tracks, some deer, grass good
in some of the Vallies, passed one place where water might
have been gotten by digging a few feet only, but did not
stop & so went without water until Sunset. After crossing
the second Mountain ridge 88 & getting upon the great plane
which lies between the Copper Mine Mountains on the East
& the Burro Mountains, on the West, we bore northward of
our outward track, from "Ojo La Vaca", so as to go North
of the "Apache Spring" & a little south of "Night Spring,89
& encamped some 3 miles below our Camp on the night of
the 9th JulY,89a a little South of the Copper Mines upon a
little rivulet which issues from a Mountain Canon & soon
sinks.
This days march is computed to be 50 miles, as we have
been .constantly upon the move from half after six in the
morning until the same time in the evening, a half hour devoted to grazing only excepted, it may be 50 ms. but I would
88. After croBsing the second Mountain ridge. "This ridge was the continental divide."
Schroeder, ibid.
89. Night Spring. There seems to be today no record of a spring bY this name.
89a. Obvious mistake either of Lane or of the copyist. Should probably be 9th April."
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rather suppose it to fall short of that extreme distance, some
5 or 10 Ms. We [went] right across the immense plain, regardless of ravines & hills, down & up, with our 8 Mule
Waggon & 4 Mule Waggon & ambulance, to the amazement
of our Inds. Nightnot so cold.

Saturday 16 April. Late start. Major Steen Mr. Otero,
Mr. Sherman & Myself, attempted to cross the Mountain, by
a mountain path, to save distance without a guide; but were
obliged to return to our night Camp & take the road after
the Waggons. And we afterwards took another path, "for a
short cut" but only made the ride more tiresome, by the badness of the road & steepness of the Hills. "The furthest way
round would have been the nearest way home".
Distance today say 20 ms. Stop'd with Major S. & sent
the party down to the Mimbres to grass. oo
Sunday 17 April. Completed my business arrangements
at Ft. Webster Had my last talk with the Apache Jndn.
Chiefs Cuchillo Negro (aged about 80), Jose Nuevo & his
Brother (?) Jose CitO,91 Visute [Veinte] Reales92 & Ponce
& reed. their benediction & Embraces & Set out upon my return to the Rio Grande after dinner. I had with me Mr.
Otero, Cuye,93 Frank & Jos. Collins, Ward & the rest were
ahead. Encamped for the night on the Mimbres with Ward
& party, & Wingfields Boy, where the road leaves the stream.
Heard Turkeys Gobbling, saw Bear tracks & killed an immense Rattlesnake with 13 rattIes.
Night pleasant.
90. Although Lane fails to say so, the party was evidently back at Fort Webster.
91. JOBe Nuevo and JOBecito. "This name Josecito occurs among various Apache
groups. There was one often mentioned who lived on the Mimbres river, quite distinct
from the Indian of the same name among the Mescaleros. I feel certain that this J osecito
was of the Mimbres groupo" Schroeder. ibid. Jose Nuevo was also a Mimbres tribe member.
Schroeder, ibid.
.
92. ViBUte [Veinte] RealeB. "Took part in the Lane treaty of April 7, 1853 drawn up
on this particular trip. He was a Mimbres Apache. A copy of the treaty is in Record Group
98, New Mexico Land Records, 1853, No.8." Schroeder, ibid.•
93. Apparently one of the Mexican drivers.
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Mem. ApI. 17. This day Drew a check, upon Messrs. Messervy & Webb Sta Fe, at 5 days sight, paym. to order of D.
Duval & Co. for $50. $30 for Ward, 20 put in bag.
When here before, drew upon same, 4 checks; for agent
Wingfield, and $1950. See his Rect. for $2000 which includes
50 paid, by me, to A. Duval & CO.,94 for Wingfield.
Monday 18. Collins shot a large Turkey Cock near camp,
& I saw a lean Fox, too far off to be shot.
This Turkey with the Deer kiIIed by Ponce's men & 2

partridges kiIIed by the party are the only fruits of the chase
(1 prairie dog excepted), since we left Sta Fe. We may
therefore justly assume that game is exceedingly scarce in
this region.
Encamped before noon, at Cooks spring.
Encamped for the night at the Mule Spring. for Distances see Diary of outward journey.
Tuesday 19. Up at 2, & at the Tenaha by 6 a.m. Examined
the Gramma grass found it to be green, in the Main Stem,
for near its whole length. I mean the joints. The top, which
has no joints, & the blades, are uniformly dead.
Examined the Tenaha, myself; found the depth to be
C. is
about 11 feet. It was shaped after this manner [?]
the Tenaha - - A the inlet B the outlet
The pitch into
the pool is some 10 feet high & the fall out of it about 5. In
its two long diameters, it is about 15 feet. The Wall of the
Tenaha, extends above the water on the South 25 or 30 feet,
& overhangs a little, thereby skreening it from the Sun. All
the water & drift, passes into the Tenaha, as I now find; &
the force of Water is so great, as to hoist the drift out of it,
so as to preserve the present depth of Water, in the Tenaha.
The Water in the Tenaha is clear & cool, & about 14
inches below, a Well defined high-water mark, around its
rim. The uniformity in the height of the water, in this na94. A. Duval & Co. Not identified.
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tural tank, is still matter of sU,rprize, to me. It has, probably,
not reed. any supply of water, from above ground, since last
Sept; and, in all probability, not less than 500 men, & the
same number of animals, have encamped & watered here,
since that time. Allowing each man to have used 1 quart, &
each Horse Mule & Ox, to have drank 4 galls. upwards of
2000 Galls. must have been drawn out, in the mean time;
possibly even double that quantity, as the water is wasted, in
being used for cattle, by being poured into an excavation in
the sand. The place is a puzzle to me. Saw an E.agles nest,
upon a little shelf, under a projecting cliff, very difficult of
access.
All the Maps of N. Mex are erroneous, in laying down a
continuous range. The Mounts. are all circumscribed in
length, & for the most part, completely insulated & conical.
Between this camp, at the Tenaha & the Rio Grande (say 12
Ms. to sta Barbara), we pass over a low pass, in one of these
short Mountain ranges (which is in some degree parallel
with the River), and the Tenaha is in the Canon, so called,
which, here, has cut its way thro' this Mountain pass. The
mountain is composed, of a very singular Volcanic Conglomerate. The Rocks which existed, at the time of the eruption
of Lava, seem to have been shivered, in small pieces, by
Heart [sic.] in motion, or by bothm& then to have been surrounded by the Lava, which cooled, under this state of
things. Resumed our march at Noon, & reached the River on
the Valverde road at say 68 ms. Distance today about 33.
say
miles
Distance from Sta Fe to Elpaso
365
Elpaso to Ft. Fillmore
45
Ft Fillmore to Dona Ana
15
60
Dona Ana
"Ft Webster overland
30
130
Ft Webster to Gila River by way of
Ojo de la Vaca say
110
Back to Ft Webster
90
Whole distance
755
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Made the River above Sta Barbara, about 15 miles from the
Tenaha at 4 p.m. & encamped for the day & night. River rising 4 inches per hour, by a water guage.
(To be continued)

